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SpamsR - ÁmeriGán

Death of Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
Youngest Child.

Bushke-vitz'-

s

THE WATER QUESTION

-

seven-months-o- ld

'

.

School poll tax for the fyear 1907 is
past due and must.be cojlected before
April 1, 1908. All delinquents are asked
t pall on the secretary of the board of
.education at Floersheims store during
the month of March and, pay one dollar. By order of the Board of
.

JSluéation; ''v
PENSIONS
'

.

v

.

GRANTED TG
NEW

'

MEXICO PEOPLE.

SAFEGUARDS

Well
.

.

A

BUSINESS.

, There is no assurance but in a certainty, when it comes to a matter of
business conditions, and that certainty
can only be obtained by thorough and
persistent advertising. Be the business what it may, it can stand on no
firmly established footing execpt it be '
placed there by publicity of the' right
sort, and plenty of it.
'. Advertising is therefore not only, a
business builder, but a business safeguard, performing swiftly and surely
the two greatest possible services, performing them with an accuracy and
generosity of measure that only a few
years ago would have been considered
.y
impossible.
oí
well
A curious and helpful feature
established advertising is the almost
mechanical, quite impersonal way it "
has of going straight on with its workv
entirely regardless of any mental
wavering or uncertainly on the part
of the advertiser, carrying him over
eVeu
weak places of which
unconscious, and producing a
bit of success at a moment when he is
inclined to feel "low in his mind.''--Fam,

n

.

.

a

ADVERTISING BUILDS AND

,

'

.

The Star drilling outfit, belonging
to Frank McDaniels, which has been
drilling for water at Solano, will be
moved here today to start work on
the Roy town well. The outfit is a.
brand new one and will be the proper
machine to get the water.

A final movement has been pu in
operation to get water for the town of
Roy, this time the business men 'and
residents of the town have put their
heads together and are resolved to get
water, by going after it, regardless of
depth and cost.
A committee has begun active work
in soliciting funds to go ahead with the
project, with the cooperation of all
business men and residents, we are
bound to succeed as where, there is
unity there is strength; on this importSuit for. Divorce,.
ant question, we should stand united,
as it means money in our pockets, and
Las Vegas Daily Optic, 24: Wil
above all things the future of a greater liam H. Garner, the
sur
Roy, rests solely upon this vital ne- veyor, who formerly resided at Mora,
;
cessity.
but., who has "recently taken up his
The Roy Brothers and Floersheim home at. Wagon Mound, has filed suit
Mercantile Co. are willing to shoulder for divorce, ; with the district clerk,
the largést burden and have made up against his wife, Francesquita L. de
their minds to stand by this move, Garner," on grounds of uncontrolable
until abundant ' supply of water is and violent, temper. He alleges that
reached.
i
he is unable to live with her on acr
The. outside assistance and subscrip count of abuse and that she has sevtions will make it more easier on those eral times attempted to kill him.
two firms who have already made
liberal investments in the search of
United States Attorney's Opinion.
water.
This is your chance to tell the knock
The question was asked us a good
er to go way back and sit down, your
many times, in regard to the particunot in it, with us, watch us grow,
difference betweeen the United
;

Drill

Here is Expected Today,

A plan to obtain title to a forty
acre tract for cemetery purposes has
been inaugurated by the leading business men; twenty' acres for Catholics
and twenty acres for other denominations, which will be laid out into lots
and sold at the small sum of five dol
by twenty-fou- r,
lars a lot, size twenty-fou- r
and ten dollars for corner lots.
The money so collected will be used
towards the purchase of the land and
fencing same.

well-know-

to. Poll Tax Delinquints.

The Machine That is to

New Cemetery.

A

AT LAST SOLVED.

baby boy. of
The
Mr. and Mrs. A. S: Bushkevitz died
Sunday afternoonat 3 o'clock of measles and pneumonia. '. The little child
had been sick only a few days, and
while loving hands and medical aid
did all in .their power, the child was
b:rn8 to that home of eternity and
everlasting rest. The funeral was
held Tuesday morning :at 10 o'clock.
Interment in the cemetery north, of
town. .,
The family has the sympathy of the
entire community in their sad bereave'
''
ment.
'; "
Notice

NO. 6.

ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 1908,

;

.

The following persons in New Mexico have been granted pensions.
"
lar
Vinente Gonzales, $12 per month should be our. by word.
States commissioner and the United
from June 17, 1907; Fagurido Baca,
States court commissioner, which we
$12 per month from June 14, 1907; Jose
Contest Case of Harding vs. Winters. were unable to answer heretofore.
de la Luz Barela, $15 per montfx.from
Thé following H an "opinion of United
June 19, 1907; Robert W. Huff, $12 per .Thé' contest"' case of ÁY Harding vs.
Attorney, Hon. S. B. Davis:
month Auar. 19 1907; Jose Dionicio Minnie Wintlers, came up for a hear States
yours of the 21st. The par
have
I
Friday,
before
13,
W.' H.. Willcox.
ing
Lopez, $20 per month from March
between the United
difference
ticular
' :'
1907; Julian E. Buzzell, $12 per month Quite a number of witnesses were sum.. .
and the United
commissioner
States
from Oct. 7. 1907; edró Jose Pedro moned in the case .in'; behalf of the
'
States court commissioner is that the
Gallegos, $20 per month from April Contestant.
SLEEP MYSTERIES.
commissioner has no jurisdiccourt
belieyed
is
the
contestee
$15
,It
will
per
.
that
12, 1907; Amador Herrera,
com
court
cases;
the
in
criminal
tion
Mar not appear, the claim has been re
A psychologist was. discussing tha
month from July'' 8,'1907;-.Canntmissioners, however, do have general miracles of sleep. ,.
tin, $15 per month from July 9, 1907; ported and recommended for. cancila
authority in the matter of entries of
'
"One can become so accustomed,"
Henry Yeakley, $20 per month from tion by the Special agent of the gen
;
Very truly yours, V
land.
he said, "toa monotonous-task
that
Aug. 12, 1907; Willis G. Ash, $12 pet eral land office, wh o'lalso signed Mr.
Stephen B. Davis.
one can fall asleep and still, keep on
month from May 9, 1907; Albert Cox, Harding's affidavit of contest, corrob
1907; orating his statement,' in prefering
working. Thus in India there are
$12 per month .from July 18,
-'- .
punka coolies, men who turn a fan all
A New Postoffice.
Severo Trujillo',. $12 per month from charges. If Mr. Harding fails to win
$12
we
say
case,
night long in the hot .weather while
will
must
this
Thomas
Holland,
1907;
that there
May 25 th,
.The, residents and citizens at and in their English masters rest, and it is
'
,'
'''
per month from July 8, 1907; Dolphus be' something rotten.'
the vicinity of Musteno, a siding ten not uncommon for a punka cooly to
Reed, $12 per. month from May 10; 1907;
miles, north of Roy, are circulating a acquire the knack of sleeping at his
Henry Dawson; $15 per month from
WILD BUFFALO.
v
.
;
petition, asking the establishment of a task. Onand oh he sleeps through the
July 1,' 1907;. John Quirk, $12 p e r
r,
22:
Nara Visa
Two post office at that place, and at the hot, perfumed hours of the Indian
month from Jnne 14, 1907; Antonio
same time asking and recommending night, but his hand mechanically and
were
seen
on
buffalo
Monday
about
Ortiz, $15 per month from May 22, 1907;
appointment of Mrs. Anna Marie steadily turns the punka pulley.
the
miles
fourteen
of.
village,
north
this
$12
month
from
per,
José Ma Artiaga,
for the position as postmistMartin
''Men have composed great literary
July 30, 1907; Pablo Baco, $12 per by S. N. Bunting, the Felix Bros, and ress;
'
One
was
at
and
shot
wounded.
works "in theic, ; sleep. Coleridge's
month from Juné 15, 1907; Jose de others.
Musienó is justly entitled to a post 'Kubla Khan' is the most famous exGarcia Triylle, $20 per month from
and we think the move ought to ample of ' this: but, then, Coleridge
office,
July 18, 1907; Frederick Jahus, $15 per V INFRINGEMENT OF RIGHTS.
and an unanimous sup was a morphinomaniac, and his sleep
encouraged
be
month from June 17, 1907; Jose Car-- .
The objection made by the publishers port given the petition circulated.
was scarcely natural. But R. L.
reras, $Í2 per month from June 22, 1907; to: the order of. the Postmaster tíeneral
Stevenson, Corelli and Longfellow
Crisantbs Quentana, $15 per month is that it is an infringement? oh
their
have
also done good work while
Carter;
W.
from Nov. 9, 1907; John
CARD OF THANKS.
right to extend credit to their .Custom:
sleeping.
;
1907
3,,
from
June
'
month
$12
per,
ers. No publishers of any-- , buisness i We desire to thank our relatives and
"Divers sometimes fall asleep deep
Luciana Trujillo, $20 per month from acumen will keep sending areaper ti a
friends who so kindly aided us during down in the sea,, but some unknown
'
April 1,1907; Juan B. Gutierez, $12 man ne Deneves wm not pay. If he ex
the illness and death; of our little son. part'of their brain keeps watch, and
"'
per month from May 15, J907; Jose tends him credit over a year it is be
';
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Bushkevitz.
at the proper moment, though asleep,
Silverio Mestasr$l5 per month from cause he has faith in him and feels as
they give thé order to be hauled up.
June 18,. 1907; Jessie H. Lucas,, $15 per sured that the subscription will be paid,
Notice for Publication.
This is a good, deal like the miracle
month from' June 6, 1907; Charles( H.
The Postofflce Department does not
"
14,
that happens to all of us the miracle
May
from
month
$12
per
Interior;
Margon,
..t .i Department of the
lose anything, by ;.the' continuance of
' 19Ó7;
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., whereby if we tell ourselves on retirMarino Sanchez, $12. per month the overdue, subscription, because the
;'. .'
February 19, 1808. ing that we must wake at 7 wé' ini
from May 17,; 1907; Gep. H. Churchill, publisher pays the postage 'just the Notice is hereby
given that Abllena. Martivariably do wake at that hour how
1907;
9,
$12 pre month from October
of Wagon Mound, N. M., has filed notice
same on the paper which goes to the nes,
why it is impossible to say. Some
or
year
proof
final
live
Intentions make
'
Clarence J. Willams, $10 per month man who owes two years as he does on othis
works,, keeps
In support of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry part of us watches,
1901,
23,
for the S
made January
awake
all night, so that at 7 it may
from Feb. 6, 1908; P. Ulibarri, $12 per that to the man who is paid in advance, No. 148SE
,
19,
4,
SW.1-4TownSection
Lot
SE
'
';
mrmth form Julv 6. 1907; John F. Jef
ship 20 N- - Range 24 E., and that said proof call us."
Helena (Mont.) Record. fords, $12 per month from May 20. 1907,
will be made before J. R. Agutlar, ü. S. Court
Commissioner, at, Wagon Mound, ,N. M,, on
W. H. Andunt.
AnrillO. 1908.
DANCING CLUB 0RGINIZED.
He names the following witnesses to prove
Just received a full line of up-t- o
his continuous residence upon, and cultivation
dancing club has recently been orA
Samples
Co.
are date Tailor
which we want of. the land, viz:
The Floersheim Mercantile
Mftitlneü. Rufino Bueno. Pedro Mar ganized and will give dances every SatJose
I.
before
plows.
inspect
to
you
Deere
ordering
the
John
receiving daily
tinez, Adelina P. Martinez, all of Wagon
urday night in Foster's Hall. Music
Mound, N. M.
filve them a call and they will make spring suit.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
furnished by Denver orchestra.
Floersheim Mercantile Co,
Register,
you very low prices.
i
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NOTHING

SLOW ABOUT HIM.

"But "this town is too slow," insisted the Pittsburg millionaire who
had stopped in Bacon Kidge to We
his automobile repaired. "For instance, there are no young men in
this place who lead checkered careers."

"That shows that you don't know
what you are talking about, by
gum I" exploded old Farmer
with much emphasis. fWhy
thar's Zeke Bullhorn's boy Sile.
He's been doing nothing but play
checkers in the back of Peters' store
day and night ever since he was big
enough to tell black from red."
Hard-appl-

before) the Register and Receiver of
the United Status Land Office in Clay-

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, 1
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
January 30, 1908. J
Notice Is hereby given that Bonifacio'
Perea of Bueyeros, Now Aiexlco, has
hied notice of his intention to make
hnal nve year proof in support of his
claim, viz.; Homestead Entry No. 4281,
aidue Dec. 31, 1902, tor the S hi NW V,
E hi SW Vi. section 27, township 20 N.,
range 31 K and that said proof will
ue made betore Manuel Martinez, U. 8.
NOTICE

e,

contestant having, in a
proper affidavit, filed February 21, 1908,
set forth facts which show that after
due diligence personal service of this
notice can not be made, it is hereby
ordered and directed that such notice
be given by due and proper publication.
EDWARD W. FOX,

'

Register.

4

CONTEST

Clayton, N. M., February 19, 1908, J
sufficient contest affidavit having
contestant, against
entry No. 3665, made Marchhomestead
24, 1902, for
N hi NW Vi or lots 6 and 6, section 4,
and N H NE 14 or lots 7 and 8, section 5,
township 20 N., range 27 E., by William
F. Stone, cbntestee, in which it is alleged uhder date of November 13, 1907,
that the said William F. Stone has totally abandoned the said entry, since
date of entry, and has no improvements
of any kind, that he has not resided on
the land for more than six months lust
past, his whereabouts are unknown,
and that his said alleged absence from
the said land was not due to his employment in the army, navy or marine corps
of the United States as a private soldier, officer, seaman or marine during
the war with Spain, or during any other
war in which the United States may be
engaged; said' parties aré hereby notified to appear, respond, and offer evi-- :
dence touching said allegation at 10
o'clock a. m. on April 20, 1908, before
Alex S. Bushkevitz, U. S. Commissioner
at his office1 In Roy, N. M., (and that
final hearing will be held at 10 o'clock
a. m., on April 27, 1908, before) the
Register and Receiver at the United
States Land Office in Clayton, N. M.
The said contestant
having, in a
proper affidavit,, filed February 19, 1908,
set forth facts which show that after
due diligence personal service of this
notice can not be made, it is hereby ordered and directed that such notice
be given by due and proper publication.
A

been filed in this office by Thomas

Ade-laid-

1.3-1-

Register.

CONTEST NOTICE,
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,

Aly-anoi- -o

NOTICE.

Hol-ma-

n,

Department of the Interior,
united states Land Office,
Clayton. N. M.. Jan. 24. 1908
A sufficient contest affidavit having
been filed In this office by John J. Tow- ry, contestant, against Homestead En- try No. 16337, made March 2, 1907, for
10 Clean Furs.
SW Vi NE Vi NE Vi NW Vi and S hi NW
Ermine, white fox and all other Vi, section
22, township '20 N., range 28
light furs that have been packed away E., by Joel E. Wheeler, contestes, in
It
which
is
alleged under date of Octo- during the summer months should be Der 5, 1907, that
the said Joel E. Wheel- cieaned before putting them on to cr has wholly abandoned his said H. E.,
that .he ha never made any improvewear. Sawdust and plaster of paris ments
thereon, nor cultivated any porhould be mixed half ani half, heated tion of the same, and that he is living
McHenry,
at
and that said al- until blood warm, and then rubbed int leged absenceIllinois,
from the said land was
the skins several times. Then put the not due to his employment in the army,
navy or marine corps of the, United
fur out of doors to air. With darker oíales
as a private soldier, officer, sea- furs use bran. Divide a pound of bran man or marine during the war with
other war in which
Into two portions and place one in the Spain, or during any
the United States may be engaged. Said
oven to heat. Spread the fur on a pa- parties are hereby notified to appear,
per on the table and rub it well over reápond, and offer evidence touching
allegations at 10 o'clock a. m. on
with the cold bran. Shake out the bran said
March 2, 1908, before W. H. Wilcox,
IT.
S.
Court Commissioner at ,his ofbrush
and
the fur with a soft hat fice
at Roy, New Mexico, (and that flnat
EDWARD W. FOX,
brush. Then rub the hot bran in1 the hearing
will be held at 10 o'clock a.
Register.
fur evenly. Then shake it and brush it m. on March 9 1908, before) the RegisReceiver
trar
and
at
United
the
States
CONTEST
NOTICE.
until the fur is free from both dust Land Office in Clayton, New Mexico.
Department of the Interior,
' The said ' contestant having, in a
;
and bran.
United
Land Office,
States
proper affidavit, filed January 24. 1908,
Clayton, N. M., February 15, 1908. J
set iorth facts which show that after
A sufficient contest affidavit having
due diligence personal service of this been filed in this office by A. J. Hall,
notice cannot be made, it it. hereby or- contestant, against homestead entry No.
Ethcs of Fasting.
and directed that such notice be 17798, made May 15, 1907, for NW hi
FaRüng from luxury and exvess It. dered
given by due and proper publication.
section 22, township 19 N., range 28
a pro'vdure absolutely In uarnony
EDWARD W. FOX,
E., by John Shryock. contestee. in which
Register.
with
it is alleged under date of November
vigorous, healthy and merai
25, 1907, that the said John Shryock
condition.
The conduct indicated,
has wholly abandoned feald entry for
CONTEST NOTICE.
more
therefore, in the Lenten fast of the
tnan six months last past, that he
Department of the Interior,
has never placed any improvements
church is calculated to lead the ::lng
United States Land Office,
on said land nor commenced residence
Clayton. N. M.. Jan. 20. 1908.
Into the paths
since filling,
of
physiol ica!
that his said alleged
A sufficient contest affidavit havinir absence from and
the said land was not due
ilghteoiifiuess. Lancet.
been tiled in this office by Jessie Crouse, to his employment
in the army, navy
contestant, against Homestead Entry or marine corps of the
United States as
No. 4692, made June 8, 1903, for NE Vi, a private soldier, officer, seaman or
7,
range
N.,
20
township
27
E.,
section
Pleasant for Auntie.
marine during the war with Spain, or
by Eugenio Martinez, Contestee,
in
any other war In which the
Dolly was sitting on
the from w.hich it is alleged under date of No- during
United States may- - be engaged; said
stairs looking anxiously at the youns vember 18, 1907, that the said Eugenio parties are hereby notified to appear,
two years ago, respond, and offer evidence touching
man who was waiting in the paricr Martinez died about
said allegation at 10 o'clock a. m, on
tnat his widow now resides at Cimarfor the appearance of Dolly's aunt, hi3 ron (first name unknown to affiant), April 4, 1908, before Alex S. Bushkevitz,
S. Commissioner at his office in Roy,
swaetlieart. "Ajntle will be down that said homestead was fraudulent in U.
Its inception having been made for a N. M., (and that final hearing will be
pit.
Do'.;y
thoon,"
called sympa- party other than the entryman, that held at 10 o'clock á. m. on April 11,
1908, before) the Register and Receiver
thetically.
'She ith just paintin' her the entryman never established a residence thereon during his life time, that at the United States Land Office in Clayfa'.'.e."
the widow has. not cultivated nor re- ton,'J N. M.
having,' In a
ne said contestant
sides on said land ut any time since the
of entryman nor before, and that proper affidavit, filed February 15, 1908,
The man who doubts and the man death
set
which
forth
facts
show
that after
alleged
the said
absence from the said
personal service of this
who scoffs have this difference
land was not due to his employment in due diligence
ornot
is
hereby
can
be
It
made,
notice
army, navy or marine corps of the
The one- uses tils reason the
that such notice be given by due
United States as a private soldier, off- dered proper
publication.
and the other his passion.
icer, seaman or marine during the war and
EDWARD W. FOX,
with Spain, or during any other war in
,
Register.
Possibly sleeplnicar porters may which the United States may be enSaid parties are hereby notified
become so wealthy that they will gaged..
to appear, respond and offer evidence
CONTEST NOTICE.
turn the tables and tip passengers who touching said allegation at 1 Oo'clock a.
Department of the Interior,
m. on March 14, 1908, before Alev S.
have- - made the Jaunt
United States Land Office, l
unkickingly.
liushkevitz, U. S. Commissioner, at his
Clayton,
New Mexico, Jan. 6, 1908.
In Roy, N. M., (and that final hearA sufficient contest affidavit having
Prof. Ross says theldle rich are office
ing will be held at 10 o'clock a. m., on been filed in this office by Harrison L
more dangerous than the hoboes.
21. 1908, before) the Register
Cox, contestant, against Homestead EnIt MarchReceiver
at the United States Land try No. 17046, made April 15, 1907. for
must be admitted, however, that they and
Office in Clayton, N. M. '
S. W. V4 section 32, township 19 N..
are less apt to hit you with a piece
The said contestant .having, In a Range 28 E by Will Howard, Conproper affidavit, filed January 20, 1908, testee, in which it is alleged under date
"f gaspipe.
set forth facts which show that after of November 18, 1907. that the said
due diligence personal service of this Will Howard has wholly abandoned his
notice can not be- - made, it is, hereby said entry, and has in no way complied
Painting the Eiffel Tower.
ordered and directed that such notice witn the .homestead laws, that he was
For the third time since its erec- be given by due nnd proper publication. absent lor more than six months last
past, and that said alleged absence from
EDWARD W. FOX,,
1889,
Eiffel
the
in
Tower Is pertion,
the said land was not due to his employRegister.
forming its toilet. It is as well that
ment in the army, navy or marine corps
of the United States as a private soldthe process 13 not more frequent, seeier, officer, seaman or marine during the
CONTEST NOTICE.
ing that it costs $15,000. For the first
war
with Spain, or during any other
Department of the Interior,
war in which the United States may be
renewal the color was orange, but last
United States Land Office,
engagéd; said parties are hereby notiClayton. N. M.. February 21. 1908.
time it was changed to gold. Now it
fied to appear, respond, and offer eviaffidavit
havln;f
A
contest
sufficient
is to be. silver white from the third been tiled In this office by Davis M. Tal- dence touching said allegations at 10
a. m. on March 10, 1908, before
platform upward, and iron brown low- bot, contestant, against homestead en- o'clock
Alex S. Bushkevitz, U. S. Commissioner,
1,
1907,
19517,
for
try
No.
May
made
er dowu. Forty men will be at work NW Vi section 10, township 18 N., range at his office in Roy, New Mexico, (and
final hearing will, be held at 10
for three months, and 300 pintáis of 27 E., by John M. Hunt, contestee, In that
o'clock a. m. on March 17, 1908, before)
Janof
alleged
is
under
date
it
which
the Register and Receiver at the United
paint will be used.
uary 9, 1908, that the said John M. States
Land Office in Clayton, New Mexwholly abandoned the lands ico.
has
Hunt
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
,his
claim,
in
homestead
that
EDWARD W. FOX,
Department of the Interior,! embraced
V
he has wholly failed to comply with
Register.
M.,
Land Office at Santa Fe. N.1908.J
he is seeking
which
law
under
the
having, in a
contestant
The
said
February 18.
upon,
to
reside
title, that he has failed
1908,
proper affidavit, filed
Notice is hereby given that Noberto cultivate arid improve the same, that set
facts which show that after
Narnnjo, of Ocota. N. M., has tiled notice the said defects have existed for more due forth
diligence
personal
of
service
this
of IiIh intention to muke final five year than six months last past and continue notice can not be made, it is hereby orproof In support of his claim, viz: Homeaffidavit,
and
of
to
this
date
down
the
dered and directed that such notice be
Nostead Entry No. 7323 made made
the said alleged absence from
Iven bv due and proper publication.
Lots 1 and 2 that
due to his emnot
was
vember 21. 1902. for22 the
said
land
the
N., Range 20 E., ployment in the army, navy or Marine
section 9, township
and that said proof will be made before corps of the United States as a private
. Raspberry
Whip.
ssloner, soldier, officer, seaman or marine durJ. R. Aguilar, IT. S. Court Comm
Beat theiyhlte of one egg with on
Spain, or during any
at Wagon Mound, N. M on April 6, 190S.
with
ing
war
the
to
He names the following witnesses
other was in which the United States cupful of pulverized sugar and one
nrove his continuous residence upon
may be enguged; said parties are hereviz:
land,
cupfuls of mashed raspthe
of.
cultivation
by notified to appear, respond, and and one-hal- f
and
,
M.
N.
Oden Horn of Wagon Mound
30 minutes.
.offer evidence touching said 2,allegation
together
Pile in
berries
M.;
Manuel
N.
beOcota.
1908,
Enrluuez Valdez of N. Mr.; Pablo Sanat 10 o'clock a. m., on U.April
a
of
chop
plate or platter
Comcenter
the
S.
Ocota.
Court
of
W.
H. Willcox.
Arrellano
fore
chez, of Ocota, N. M.
missioner, .at his office in Roy, N. M., and pour around a custard.
Seive
MANTEL R. OTERO,
(and that final hearing will be held
Register,
at 10 o'clock a. ,m on April 9, 1908, with macaroons.
,

:

I
,

Y

January 20, 1908.J
A sufficient contest affidavit having
by George F.
office
been filed in this
Miller, contestant, against Homestead
Entry No. 15736, made March 2, 1907,
tor SW 14 section 28, towTiship 19con-N.,
range 28 E., by Paul F. Jenkel,
testee, in wnlch It Is alleged that under
dute of November 20, 1907, that the
said Paul F. Jenkel has never made
any improvements thereon or cultithat
vated any portion of his H. E. andhomehe has never complied with the
stead law in any manner, he has
wholly abandoned his H. E. that the
above mentioned defects exist and
have existed for more than six months
the date
last past, and continue to
hereof, and that the said alleged absence from the said land was not due
to his employment in the Army, Navy
or Marine Corps of the United. States
or
as a private soldier, officer, seaman
marine during the war with Spain, or
during any other war in which the
United States may be engaged, said
parties are hereby notified to appear, respond, and offer evidence touching said
allegation at 10 o'clock a. m. on March
10, 1908, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
office In
Court Commissioner, at his
Roy, N. M., (and that final hearing will

'Ihe. said

Court Com., at ,hls office in Gallegos, N.
M.. on March 5th, 1908.
He names the tollowing witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz.:
Lucio Perea of Bueyeros, N. M.;
o
Gutienes of Bueyeros, N. M. ;
Gurule of Bueyeros, N. M. ; Juan
Arcnuleta of Leon, N. M.
EDWARD W. FOX,
f,2-- 8

CONTEST NOTICE.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,

ton, N. M..

be held

at

10

o'clock a. m., on March

before) the Register and Receiver at the United States Land Office
in Clayton, N. M.
in a
The said contestant having
proper affidavit, filed January 20, 1908,
set forth facts which show that after
this
due diligence personal service of
notice, can not be made, it is hereby
notice
ordered and directed that such
be given by due and proper publication.
EDWARD W. FOX,
Register.
February 1, 1908.
publication
First
Last publication March 7, 1908.
1908,

17

CONTEST NOTICE.

Department of the Interior,
Land Office at .Clayton, N. M.,
January 18, 1908.J
A sufficient contest affidavit .having
been filed in this office by Clara F. Roy,
contestant, against Homestead Entry
No. 16873, made April 1, 1907, for N hi
SE Vi and E hi NE Vi section 15 township 20 N., range 26 E by Herbert R.
Hlnote, contestee, In which It is alleged
that
under date of October 20, 1907,wholly
the said Herbert R. Hlnote has
abandoned the said land, for the last
six 'months last past, that he has no
kind of improvement on his said H. E.
and he has never established actual
residence thereon since making said
entry, and that said alleged absence
lrom the said land was not due to .his
employment in the army, navy, or marine corps of the United States as a
private soldier, officer, seaman or marine during the war with Spain, or
during the war with Spain, or during
any other war In which the United
parties are
States may be engaged, said
hereby notified to appear,- - respond, and
offer evidence touching said allegation

at

10

o'clock a. m.. on March

3, 1908,

before Alex S. Bushkevitz, U. S. Commissioner, at his office In Roy, N. M.,
at
(and that final hearing will be held1908,
10,
10 o'clock a. m., on March
before) the Register and Receiver atth United States Land Office in Clay.ton, N. m.
,
naving in a
The said contestant
proper affidavit, filed January 18, 1908,
set forth facts which show that after
due diligence personal service of this
notice can not be made, It is hereby
ordered and directed that such, notice
be given by due and proper publication.
EDWARD W. FOX,
Register.
February 1, 1908.
publication
First
Last publication March 7,. 1908.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,"
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
.

V

January 23 1908.1
Notice is hereby given that Fred B.
Strong, of Roy, N. M has filed notice
of his Intention to make final commutation proof in support of his claim,
viz: Homestead Entry No. 7953, made
April 5, 1906, for the S Vi SE 14, section
27, NW Vi NE Vi, section 34, SW. 14
SW Vi section 26, township 20 N., range
26 E., and that said proof will be made
before W. H. Wilcox, U. S. Ct. Com.,
at ,his office in Roy, N. M., on March
12 1908
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Fred S. Brown, Maximiliano Martinez, Lester E. Alldredge, Frank Gonzales, all of Roy, N. M.
EDWARD W. FOX,
Register.
First publication February 1, 1908.
Last publication March 7, 1908.
-

'

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
at Clayton, N. M. J
January 30, 1908.
Notice Is hereby given that Thomas
G. Williamson of Solano, New Mexico,
has filed notice of his intention to make
final commutation proof in support of
his claim, viz.: Homestead Entry No.
14214, made Jan. 10, 1907, for the NW Vi,
section 34, township 19 N., range 27 E.,
and that said proof will be made before W. H. Wilcox, U. S. Court Com., at
Land Office

his office in Roy, N. M., on March 14th,
1908.

He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz.:
William E. Metz, Francis M. Hughes,
William U Groce, Louis B. Frye, all of
Solano, N. M.
EDWARD W. FOX,

Register.

f.2-- 8
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When visiting Denver, stop at the
New Hotel Alamo, corner Seventeenth

I

and Market streets. Strictly modern,
with elevator service. Public and prl- vate baths. Rates 1 per day and up.

to

si

ni

PROVES HIMSELF A HERO WHEN
8UDDEN CRISIS MAKES OPER-- ,
ATI ON

the hardihood to suggest such a
He knew of the patient's
however, and volunteered to sub
ject himself to the operation.
, ,.
In a few moments a nurse had pre
pared his right wrist. He was' bound
LONDON THOROUGFARE
to an operating table beside Mrs. Lad-so- n SHORT
TO BE CLOSED TO PUBLIC.
and Dr. Campbell at once began
the operation of blood transfusion.
The surgeon made an incision In Dr.
Clark's wrist several Inches long and Downing Street, Known as Hub of British Empire, and Has Long Fighalf an Inch deep. Forcing the tenured in History Founded
dons aside, he caught hold of the arby an American.
tery and lifted it to the surface.
.
I cannot conceive of more intense
London. "The most famous street
pain that I suffered," said Dr. Clark,
in
the world," as it is called in Lon"but there could be no drawing back
pubthen. I do not say that I would not don, Is about to be closed to the
Downing
street,
which
lic.
is
This
just
did
as
have acted
I if I had known
what was coming, hut I. had no idea former Ambassador Joseph H. Choate
that there was anything more to the once described as "the connecting
operation that connecting our ar link" between England and.. America,
teries by some sort of a hollow and which certainly is one of the
most interesting streets in the world,
needle."
A similar operation had been per if It be not the most famous.
formed on the patient's right wrist ' Downing street is the hub of the
The outer ends of both arteries had great British empire, yet as a Btreet
been bound tight, while their arms
were bound tightly above the elbows
to check the flow of blood. An attempt was made first to sew the ends
of the severed arteries together so as
to permit of a direct transfusion, but
just as the stitches were put in Mrs.
Ladson moved and they were all torn
away.
A silver tube was then tried. The
free end of Dr. Clark's artery was attached to one end of the tube and the
other was inserted into the patient's
open blood vessel. The bandages on
their upper arms were removed, and
without further accident the process
of transfusion was continued until the
patient's limb had been amputated.

mil

Íhafl

PASTOR RISKS LIFE

NECESSARY.

'

I

PREACHER

GIVES

HIS

BLOOD

Artery In Arm li Joined to Patient's
Great Danger of Death by
but Churchman
Never Flinches.
New York. Rev. Dr. John Lewis
Clark, who married William Ellis
Coey and Mabelle Gllman, has shown
himself to be a hero of the highest
type. To save a woman's life he
risked his own In a manner that re
quires far greater courage than is back
of the sudden impulse to dash at the
head of a runaway horse or leap into
the river to save a drowning person.
Bound fast to Mrs. Julia Ladson, one
of his small arteries connected with

GIRLS GROSS CONTINENT

-

Downing
ON

BREAKBEAMS OF GAR

Street, London.
ENGLAND'S

Is insignificant, in fact, it is worse
it Is the dreariest, dingiest
imaginable, and Is dignified by being
called a street at all. Excepting the

it

c

KHAKI
TÉLtrOF THRILLING TRIP TO
PACIFIC COAST.

NEW

The Bandages on Their Upper Arms
Were Removed.

'

one of her'e, he let the blood from his
body surge into her veins for two
hours, recently, while her right leg
was being amputated in the Bushwick
hospital, Brooklyn.
Mrs.w Ladson was Buffering from an
acute caso of blood poisoning. Dr,
Clark was warned that if the smallest
drop of lKtr blood passed into his sys
tem it mi;ht prove fatal, but was told
that unle.8 he took the risk there was
not one chance in a thousand of
saving hér life.
Thankn to the Infusion of blood from
Dr. Clark, Mrs. Ladson is very likely
to recovar.
Dr. Clark had been praying with
Mrs. Ladson and her husband, and
was leaving the hospital when the
crisis suddenly faced him. A member
of Mrs. Ladson's family had agreed
to allow the transfusion of blood, and
physicians from all parts of the city
were waiting to witness one of the
most remarkable operations ever per
formed In New York. Mrs. Ladson
was being brought under the influence
of an anesthetic, and the operating in
struments were freshly sterilized and
ready for use. But with everything
awaiting his arrival the man who was
to have given his blood failed to ap
pear.
Mr. Ladson eagerly offered to give
hl:i blood for his wife, but the physi
duns told him he had none to spare,
Dr. Clark was the ideal subject. He
weighs close to 200 pounds, and his
bodily vigor is shown by his recent
winning of the Forest Park golf
Dra. Campbell and Clark looked
n him and at each other, but neither
tro-pb-

YORK

DAMSELS

Soon after Downing wai restored to
favor the king made him the chief
treasurer. Downing gave the profli
gate king all the money he wanted and
in several pamphlets defended his
royal master. He also saw that the
king's three chief favorites, the duchess of Portsmouth, Lady" Castlemaine
and Nell Gwynn, had their' share of
dips into the English treasury. He
was such a great sycopant that he obtained a grant of $400,000 from the
king. He served in all the parliaments
and was known as "the house bell to
call all V,e courtiers to vote."
The fc jmder of Downing street built
some huses on it which he sold as
well as leased. Nos. 9, 10 and 11 were
sold to Lee Lord Litchfield, master of:
the horse to King James II. When the
king .fled from England Lord Litchfield
had to do the same, and his property
was forfeited to the crown. In this
way these three houses came Into the
possession of the government.
King George I. knocked Nos. 9 and
10 Into one residence and presented It
to Baron Bothmar, the Hanoverian
minister, for life. On Bothmar's death
George n. offered the house as a gift
to Sir Robert Walpolt, then prime
minister. Walpole refused It for him-- '
self, but accepted it as the office of the
first lord of the treasury and perpetual
official residence of the prime minis
ter.
And thus it came about that Down
ing street is "the most famous street
in the world." Although all the
proclamations and official papers of
ITnrrlnnH O KA Hit Qrl f fnm ''flu r Tnlnns.'
of St. James'," they really emanate
from Downing street. For two ..centuries the British empire has been run
from the dingy house in this narrow,
dull
and probably will con
tinue for centuries of the future.-

IN

San Bernardino, Cal. Miss Nellie
Holly and Miss Beatrice Logan, claiming to have beaten their way from
New York on brakebeams, have arrived here on their last stretch to Los
Angeles. Dressed in khaki skirts and
leggings, with light oiled cloth hoods
to keep the dust from their tresses,
they look as though they had just
stepped from a Pullman Instead of
having braved the unusual experience
of brakebeam tourists.
"We had experiences which repay
us for the hardships borne," declared
Miss Holly, and she avers that in the
several weeks she and her companion were beating their way west they
had several vehement declarations of
adoration from trainmen, in New Mexico alone having received three proposals of marriage. While recuperating at Needles Miss Holly came face
to .face with a brakeman who had
followed them all the way from Albu?
querque to press his suit.
From New Mexico comes the statement that the two fetching blonde3
are adventuresses.
It is charged that
they passed two weeks riding up and
down on that division of the Santa
Fe enriching themselves from thegen-eroslt- y
Miss Holly
of tralnmemn.
laughed when informed of this charge,
and replied that all the trainmen on
the Albuquerque division are piqued
beeause they preferred the brake-beam- s
to the caboose.

big government buildings which cor
ner it, there are but two houses, Nos,
10 and 11.
One is the official residence of the prime minister of England, the other of the chancellor of
the exchequer. The first of these,
"No. 10," is indisputably one of the
most historic buildings in existence.
It is in Downing street that the Brit
Ish cabinet meetg. It is here that the
most important matters affecting the
empire are discussed, ministries are
made and broken and peace and war
declared.
There is, of course, a sufficient rea
son for such a surprising step as the
closing of Downing street to the public.
There have been whispers that the
suffragettes Intended besieging the of
ficial residences of the prime minister
and the chancellor of the exchequer.
At any rate, the street is to be closed,
and if the suffragettes desire to do any
rioting they must do it elsewhere.
Downing street was started by an
American. His name was George
Downing, but he was not ah American
on whom the United States can pride
itself. A historian of his own nation
ality, in fact, declares that "It became
a proverbial expression with New Eng
enders to say of a false man who be
trayed his trust that he was. an arrant
George Downing."
This Downing was the son of.Eman
uel Downing of Salem, Mass. His
mother was Lucy, sister of Gov. John
Wlnthrop. He was educated at Harv
ard and was the second graduate of
the university. For a time he was a
professor there, teaching the younger
students. Then he went off to the
West Indies, was chaplain of the ship
and did a deal of preaching. He
eventually reached England. The
timé were troublous, the civil war was
raging and Downing sided with Crom

Rat a
Atlantic City, N. J. A rat is said to
be responsible for the turning on of a
gas cock in the home of Charles Dex-leon Atlantic avenue, and the flow
of gas nearly suffocated the Inmates of
the house. The rat was attracted by
a 'un( 1 of celery, and walked over the
loose cock. Mr. Dexler scented the well.
gas, and his Bearch resulted in the
When the king once more came into
discovery of the flowing gas and the his own, Downing's peace was made
rat, which scampered off.
with Charles II. by Thomas Howard,
brother of the earl of Suffolk and an
Coming Into Popular Favor.
cestor of the man who has made Daisy
Glazed kid is coming into popular Lelter of Chicago and Washington an
favor as a shoe leather.
English countess.
r,

'-

"

Rev.

WOMAN

PASTOR.

Gertrud von Petzold First
Be Rinularlv. Ordained.

to

London. Rev. Gertrud von Petzeld
was the first woman regularly ordained

t

W

'Villi

J5V-

-

in England. She was born in Thmu,
Prussia, but has spent most of her
life in England and Scotland. For
three years she has been' pas tor of the
Freé Christian church at Leicester,
England. She delivered a course of
lectures in Berlin last winter on liberal Christianity. Recently she was a
delegate to the congress of religious
liberals in Boston. She is an'A; M.
of Edinburgh university and completed
her theological education at Oxford.
The Important Facts of Life.
"Look at Jlgsby, how solemn and

Imnnpfonf

Vi

gnnoorfl

Tin a tía crnf

Vi

o

nomlnatiou to congress or the presidency of a trust company that he is bo
visibly exuding pride from every
pore?"
"No, but his first baby's just cut a
tooth." Baltimore American.
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Managing Editor,
Editor,

Roy, New Mexico.
BIERNBAUM,
Asst.
Mora, New Mexico.

Weeklejr Newspapers.
Published by The Mora County
lishing Co., Inc.

Pub-
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ROY.

;
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French Land & Irrigation Go.

prosperous and growing new town
In the eastern part of Mora county on
the Dawson branch of the El Paso &
SPRINGER, N. M."
miles
Southwestern railway, sixty-nin- e
north of Tucumcari and forty-two- .
''
C. E. Hartley, Resident Agent.
miles east of Springer. Stock raising
and farming the industries, Immigra
40,000 ACRES OF IRRIGATED
&
tion coming rapidly. Large quantities
LAND FOR SALE
of government land open for settle
ment. Population, 500. Altitude, 6,525
tract recently
in the 50,000-acr- e
" ;
;
feet.
wjr
wii i
of
French, ad
purchased
Captain
leading
We give below a list of the
V
joining Springer on the north and
enterprises of Roy:
,
Depot on the E. P..& S. W.
west. Every foot of this land is of PERFECT WATER
'
:
Postofflce.
.

Capital $300,000

Reservoirs
Ditches
will all be completed

.

Entered at Roj and Mora, N. M.,
for transmission through the
mulls as second class matter.
One year $2.00; bIx
Subscription:
months $1.00; if paid in advance $1.50
per year.
Headquarters and Office at Roy, Mora
County, N. M. All communicitanos
are to be addressed to Alex. S.
Secretary, Roy, N. M.
Meat market.
Also publishers of the El Hispano Americano, at Mora', N. M. Official newswholesale and retail
One general
papers and printers of the County of
'
Mora. The largest and best newspa- store.
pers in Mora County and have the
shop.
Tin
largest circulation.
'
Barbar shop.
' Tíotk-- to Advertiser.
Two hotels.
Display ads 15c an inch a week and
Fpur satoons..
local liners one cent a word an issue.
Newspaper.
Mora County PubliNhlng Co., Inc.,
Two lumber yards.
Koy and Mora, New Mexico.
Bank.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 1908.
Two general stores.
Bakery.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Blacksmith shop.
Department of the
One United States commissioner.
Land Umce at Santa í'e, w.
January 28,
One United States Court commis
Notice is hereby given that Rayltos
de Herrera, widow of Franciscos Her-- ! sioner.
era, deceased, of Wagon Mount, NeW;
Two surveyors.
Mexico, ,has tiled notice of his intention,
to make iinal five year proof in support
Two lawyers.
of his claim, viz.: Homestead Entry Noi
One real estate firm.
V.2, made Aug. 1, 1903, for the W
NE 4, section 27, township
SE 14, VV
Two locators.
IS N.. range 23 K., and that said proof
will be made before J. R. Aguilar, U.
Justice of the eace.
S. Court Com., at Wagon Mound, New
Eight notaries public.
on
30,
1908.
Mexico,
March
He names the fallowing witnesses to
stock company.
Live
prove his continuous residence upon,
und cultivation of, the land, viz.:
Two restaurants.
Juan Maestas of Gonzalos, N. M.;
One contractor and builder.
Herrera of Gonzales, N. M.; Valo
entin Martinez of Gonzales, N. M. ;
Two doctors.
poat-ottlc-

'

'

ittut

,

-

z,

Bush-kevit-

.

".

e

nrnnpn

the richest quality, capable of pro
ducing every variety of crops
'
adapted to this climate.

,.

RIGHT INv ahit o a tip V

--

CHANCE TO

NOW IS YOUR

This Land Will

GET A

CHEAP HOME.

Be Sold on

Easy Terms

Correspondence and Interviews

Í1!

llora Goilnty Publishing Co.
INCORPORATED

CAPITAL STOCK, $5,000.00
A. S. Buslikevitz, Secretary

-

Don-acian-

2-

One dentist.
Good opening for the

Register,

-

Trinidad Lucero, Vice Fres't
E. II. Biernbavmi, Treasurer

F. A. Roy, President

Ga-bi-

Lopez of Ocate, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

PUBLISHERS OF

THE SPANISH

the following
branches of business:
General wholesale and retail store.
Grain, seed and feed store.
Hardware and Implement store.
Drug store. ;
Barber shop.
Meat shop.
Blacksmith shop.
Bakery and confectionary .
Grocery store.
Laundry.
Building contractor.
Planing mill.
Modern hotel.
Tailor shop.

AMERICAN

'(English

Edition)

'

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
January 28, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Noberto
liernal of Waeon Mount. New Mexico
lias tiled notice of his intention to make
final live year proof in support of his
slulm. viz.: Homestead Eentry No. 7424.
made Feb. 0, 1903, for the SW y4 NE
W
SE Vt, section 3, NW Vt NE
Vi, section id, townsnip zi n., range 21
E., and that said proof will be made
oeiore J. ti. Aguuar. u. s. court Com.
at Wagon Mound, New Mexico, on
March 30. 190Í
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of. the land, viz.:
Ramon Arguella of Wagon-Mound- ,
N.
vi.
.ueuu.uo Denial oi wagon. Mound, in.
M.;
Amistado Martinez of Wae-nMound, N. M. ; Justo Bernal-oWagon

',

Mouna, in. M,

MANUEL R. OTERO,

.'

AND

EL HISPANO AMERICANO
ONLY AND OFFICIAL

;,

:

(Spanish

Edition)',

PRINTERS OF 3I0RA COUNTY

A. S. Bushkevitz, Managing Editor.
E. II. Biernhaum, Assistant Editor.

"

NEW MEXICO

ROY AND MORA

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
January 30. 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Felez
Gordoba of Roy, New Mexico, has filed
notice ot lus intention to maKe nnat
five year proof In support of his claim
viz.: .Homestead Kntry. No. 4187. marte.
NE 'A.
Nov. 13. 1902. for the lot 1. S
section fi, townsnip 21 N., range 25 k.,
and SE Vt, SE 4, section 32, township
22 N.. range 25 E.. and that said proof
will be made before W. H. Wilcox, U.

',

NOTICE

Register.

.

:

I

JVOTH'E FOR PUBLICATION.
'"Department of the Interior,

Land

at Clayton, N. M.,
February 14, 1908,
Notice is hereby sriven that Josr Ml
guel Montoya, of Roy, N. M., has filed
noticeof his Intention. Jto make final
five year proof in support of. his claim,
viz: Homestead Entry No. 4170, made
Com., at his office in Roy, N.
November 7, 1902, fop the NW
NE Í4, S. Court
M.. on Marcii I4tn. iius.
Hecuon is, w ft
SE i SE
He names the following witnesses to
section 14. town.sliln 21 N.. ranee 2ii E. prove
his continuous residence UDon.
and that said proof will be made before
ana
cultivation or, tne innu. viz.:
W. H. Wilcox, U. S. Court Com., at his
Jose Dolores Medina. Fermín Madrll.
office In Roy. N. M., on April 2, 1908.
He names the following witnesses to Daniel Medina, Aniceto Dominquez, all
prove his continuous residence upon, or Koy, N. M.
EDWARD ,VV. FOX,
umi cultivation oi. tne lana, viz:
Register.
Juan L. Maestas. Tito Hurtado. Vre.ñ
f.2-- 8
rico Ornelas, Adolfo Montoya, all of
noy, in. al.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
EDWARD W. FOX,
Department of the Interior,
Register.
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
8.J
January 28.
In a Newspaper Office.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Wagon
Trujillo.'
M.,
Mound,
N.
of
has
We got that obituary
badly filed notice of his intention to make
twisted."
,
final five year proof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead Entry no. 7453
"How so?"
made March 16. 1903. for the N
SE
NE 4. section 33, township
"Instead of saying that Jones left a y4, S
20 N., range 21 E., and that said proof
wife and two sons, we said that he will be made berore J. a. Aguuar, u.
left two wives and one son."
a. uourt uora, at wagon Mouna, jn. m
30. 1908.
All right; we'll correct It. if he onHeMarch
names the following witnesses to
kicks about It."
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cuntvation or, tne inna. viz
Cresencio Fernandez. Francisca A.
Esqulbal, Jose Ma. Perea, Miguel Mar- She Could Spare Him.
tlnez, all or wagon Mound, is. m.
Office

.

1

V4.

Kemiiiigton
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Typewriter

-

.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

"We are getting up contributions for
Register,
the Home for Inebriate Worklngmen,
explained the committee as Mrs,
FOR SALE.
O'Flarlty opened the door to them.
span
fine mares with foals, 16
of
A
Mrs. O'Flarlty smiled broadly.
"Come back on the Inside of half an hands . high one sorrel, the other
hour," said she, "and yez can git Mr, black. Can be seen near Taylor. Price
OTiarity."
f 100.00. Address 197, Springer, N. M.

O

-

.

is the Standard of the world,

by which all others are
measured.
I

Remington Typewriter Company
"

(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere

CONTEST NOTICE.
ROY, NEW MEXICO
Deoartment of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
The fast growing and prosperous litClayton, N. M., February 13, 1908.
A sufficient contest affidavit having tle town of about 600 Inhabitants, located on the Dawson Branch of the EI
been filed In this office by Guy L.

FRANK A. JtOY,
President.

0. P. ROY.
President

WM. C. ROY,

Sec'y and

Vice

Treat

The Roy Land and Live Stock Go.

contestant, against homestead Paso and Southwestern system In the
eastern part of Mora county, has since
(INCORPORATED.)
.
its opening to the new comer and
homeseeker on January 1, 1907, shown
a wondeeful development as to populaRobson
has wholly abandoned
entry, and in no way com- tion nnd agricultural pursuits, about
plied with the homestead laws, that he 800 homesteaders ' and desert entries
has been absent for more than six were f.led on since that date and more
months last past, and that the said alORIGINATORS AND OWNERS OP
leged absence from the said land was aré coming in with every excursion, it Is
not due to his employment in the army, now the largest precinct in the county
navy, or marino corps of the United as to size nnd populationStates as a private solder, oflicer, seaThe town is coming to the front with
man or marine during the war with
'
'
Spnin, or during any other war in modern and
.I
business houses,
r,
' DEALERS IN
,:
which the United States may be eiiT In :pite of the money stringency; buildgaged; said parties are .hereby notified
to appear, respond, and offer evidence ings are erected in all parts of the
touching said allegation at 10 o'clock town, yet there are a good many busia. m. on April 13, 1908. before Alex S.
Kushkevitz. IT. S. Commissioner at his ness opportunities and chances for any
office in Roy, N. M., (and that final kind of investment.
bearing will be held at 10 o'clock a. m
There are many tnousands of acres of
on April 20, 1908. before) the Register góod
level agricultural
land around
and Receiver at the United States Land
of
Roy, that may bo filed on under the
Office In Clayton, N. M.
T.he said contestant
having, In a Homestead desert land laws.
We Hold Several Choice Tracts of Agricultural Land for Salo.
proper affidavit, filed February 13, 1908,
During the past season the first exset forth facts which show that after
due diligence personal service of this perience by the new farmers proved
a
notice can not be made, it is hereby or- that anything can be grown on our soil,
dered and directed that such notice be such as wheat, oats, corn, sugar cane,
given by due anil proner publication.
Kaffir corn, milo Maize and vegetables,
EDWARD W. FOX.
Register.
as good as can be grown In the eastern
states.
AOTICE FOR PUIILICATION.
Water can be gotten at a depth of 30
Department of the Interior,1
to 150 feet, anywhere around Roy. Well
H. GOODMAN. Manager.
(
Office
Land
at Clayton, N. M., drillers have not failed yet in obtaining
February 14, 1908,
Notice is hereby given that Ricnzl water for those for whom they have
V. Jennings, of Solano, N. M has filed drilled.
notice of his intention to make final
The town of Roy will In the very near
commutation proof in support of his future be the county seat of a new
'
Carry a Complete Stock of
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. 14075,
made January 5, 1907, for the NW Vi county, as Its adjacent vicinity Is dessection 2S township 19 N range 27 E., tined to be the most prosperous comand that said proof will be made be- munity In the
n
part of
fore Alex S. Rnshkevltz. U. S. Com., at
his office in Roy, N. M., on April 2, New Mexico.
1908.
He names the following witnesses to
Large
of
prove his continuous residence upon,
MORA COUNTY
and cultivai.ion of, the land, viz:
Cressie J. Blanchnrd. Charles T.
Everything Needed In Duilding Material, Lumber and Hardware.
PopulaArea, 2,542 square miles.
Fen.1. J. Hnrnsby, Louis B. Fry, all
of Solano, N. M.
tion, 13,000; the census of 1900 gave it a
DIGGEST STOCK. OF DRY GOODS AND GROCERIES WITHIN FIFTY
EDWARD W. FOX,
population of 10,304. Assessed valuaRegister.
V
MILES OF ROY.
County seat. Mora.
tion, $1,175,823.
Mora, Wagonmound, La
Postofficcs.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
We will be plecsed 1o show visitors thru cur establishment.
Cueva, Cleveland, Guadalupita, Chacon,
Department of the Interior,
Ocate, Roy, Lucero, Halls Peak,
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Weber,
Shoemaker, Watrous,
Prices Always Reasonable
February 12, 1908.
Notice is hereby gtven that Simon F. Mills, Ledoux.
Garcia, for the heirs of Desiderio, Baca,' "'"Mora ,'Cóünty"s'"'agrlcu!turhí producís'
We Buy and Sell All Country Produce.
deceased, of Tromentino, N. M., has exceed those in value of any other New
Wool, Hides, Pelts and Cattle a Specialty.
filed notice of his intention to make
final five year proof in support of his Mexico county; and it can rightfully
claim, Viz: Homestead Entry No. 4143. claim the honor of being the leading
made October 23. 11)02, for the Lot 1, agricultural county in the territory.
SE 'A NE Vi. NE
SE Vi, section 2.
township 17 N., range 25 E.. SE V4 SK However, its range Interests exceed in
Vi, section 35, township 18 N., range 25 value even its agricultural wealth. Yet
E., and that said proof will be made its area Is only 2,542 square miles, bebefore W. H. Wilcox, U. S. Court Com., ing
loss than that of any other county,
at his office in Roy,N. M., on March
2(i. 1908.
(La Bien Venida)
excepting Santa Fe, Taos, and BernalJ
He names the following witnesses to
than f.vice
prove his continuous residence upon, illo; still this area is more GOO
square
Piibxt Iterr, Extra Fine Mend nnd lloiulcl Mqiiom, WIiicm and Cigar
that of Rhode Island and
und cultivation of, the land, viz:
in Stock,
Jose I. Baca, Tranquilino Baca, Man- miles greater than that of the staté of
uel Gonzales, y Duran. Hilarlo Lujan, Delaware.
According to the census of
all of Tromentino, N. M.
1900, its population is 10,304, or four
EDWARD W. FOX,
POOL ROOM IN CONNECTION
people to the square mile, a density of
Register.
population exceeded only by Santa Fe, Cordinl 'I ron I men t to
nil.
Give ii k n Trlnl.
Bernalillo, and Taos counties.
A. a Bushkevitz. Fres.
The county Is mountainous, the main
JAS. A. PROCTOK, Proprietor.
Max M. Bushkevitz, Vice Pr03.
ridge of the Rocky mountains passing
A. Bush!:evitz, See. and Treaa through Its western part, while the
foothills extend almost to the eastern
boundary. Sohie of the peaks rise to
an altitude of over 13,500 feet, while
the lowest point in the county has an
altitude of 4,000 feet.
The hills are generally timbered, and
a portion of the Pecos River Forest Reserve Is in the county. From the main
range, broken by the foothills, the mesa
extends gently sloping toward the
southeast. There are picturesque canyons and fertile valleys, making the
topography a very broken one. The
(INCORPORATED)
county is almost entirely in the drainage basin of the Canadian River, the
TRAFICANTES EN
Mora River, a tributary of the CanaCapital Stcck $25 020
dian. Other tributaries of the Canacounty are the Ocate, the
dian in
NEW MEXICO Vermejo, the
ROY. MORA CO ,
and the El Perro. The Sweetwater is a tributary of the Ocate. The
principal tributaries of the Mora are
the Coyote, the Cebolla, the Sapello, the
KlrKt-clnx- N
Untes Guadalupita,
and the Lobo. The Pecos
Aeuoiiimofliiilonn
$1.50 nnd $2.00 River rises In the western part of the
county, and so docs t he Santa Cruz, the
Pagan el precio mas alto por
hitter belonging to the drainage basin
of the Rio Grande. The tributaries of
the Mom drain about 40 miles In
'puglh.of the eastern slope of the
Rocky mountains nnd play an ImportRests, Carneros, Zacate, Grano, Madera
ant part in the determination of the
stream flow.
entry

No. 17045, made April 9, 1907, for
SB
section 32; township 19 N.. range
28 E., by Frank Hobson, contestee, in
which It Is alleged under date of November 13, 1907, that the said Frank
y4

;

CAPITAL STOCK $50,000
:

.
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Real Estate and Ranches
Breeders

Sheep, Cattle and Horses

Town Lots

Specialty

The Floersheim Mercantile Company
Roy, Mora County, New Mexico

GENERAL

north-easter-

MERCHANDISE

Assortment

Sla-to-

Farm Implements

n.

n,

Hol-ma-

The Welcome Saloon
nln'

Mora County

ROY,

Great

New Mexico

Western

Goiiiercial

Vorenberg Mercantile Co.

Go,

MERCANCIAS GENERALES

Ortiental Hole
ROY,

n.

n.

Homeseekers can obtain satisfactory
rates by asking for same.
A. P. DUNCAN, Prop.

Wagon Mound y Ocate
IL PASO

HOTEL RUY
MRS.

First-clas-

s

J. P. MARTIN, Prop.
Accomodations

Rales.

ut

Kuason-abl- e

LANA, CUEROS Y ZALEAS

Local Time Table
& SOUTHWESTERN

GOING SOUTH
No 123 Arrives
lea vi s 2:S0 p. ni.

S'lved train,
2:0.

at Rjy

GOING NORTH.
No. 124
Arrives
Mixed train.
Roy at 1.35; loaves 2;00 p, m,

at

PIBMC

NO. 19.

ACT PROVIDING FOR SECOND
HOMESTEAD ENTRIES.
Bp It eni.clod
by. the Senato
and
House of ltoprcsentatlvcs of thu United
Status of America in Congress assembled. That anv person who, prior to. tha
passage of this Aot, has made entry
under the homesWad Uws, but froni
anv cHuvo has lost forfultcd or aband
oned the same, shall bo entitled to' the
AK

at

New Mexico
benefits of tho homestead law as though
such tormor entry had not been mad
and any person applying f0r a secomi
ho nestead under tuis Act shall furnish
the description and date of his former
entrv. Provided,. That tho provision
of this Act shall not apply to any person whCLo termor entry was canceled
for fraud, or who relinquished the
r
for-mo-

entry for a valuable consideration
February 8, 1308.

Approved,

Official Directory

with but little labor and' Investment
red
of capital. Clay for
and white sandstone, and limestone excommerlarge
of
in
quantities
ist
and
cial quality. Near Wagon Mount
of alum are reported.:
THE STOCK INDUSTRY.
According to this year's assessment
the county has about 15,000 cattle,
sheep, and 3,000 goats. As a matter of fact these figures should be
at least by two. The wool produced in the county amounts to about
750,000 pounds annually, and the cattle
shipped out annually total almost a3
many as the assessment credits the
county with. It has an ideal range and
the raising and fattening of beef cattle
is one of the principal Industries
around Wagon Mound, Watrous, and
other settlements. The eastern portion
is devoted entirely to stock raising
The mesas support numerous flocks of
sheep and herds of cattle, inis immense stock range Is well watered and
has good shelter In its breaks- - and
canons.
The grass Is very nutritious,
being black gramma and blue joint, and
in most years is cut for hay, yielding
as high as two tons to the acre. Fortunes have been made in Mora county
by stock raising, and the man who possesses capital, some experience and
business ability can invest money In-to
no better purpose than in this
dustry.
brick-makin-

TERRITORIAL.
Andrews. . .Delegate In Congress
George Curry ...Governor' of New Mexico
Secretary
J. VV. Reynolds
VVm. J. Mills...
Chief Justice
S. B. Davis
District Atty
Secundino Romero. District Court Clerk
W. II.

76,-9-

mul-tipll-

COUNTY.

Malaqulas Martinez
Councilman
Representative
H. Blernbaum
Representative
E. E. Studley
Jose Vivian Frezqulez. . .Probate Judge
Probate Clerk
Juan Navarro
Sheriff
Juan B. Martinez
Chas. U. Strong. Treasurer and Collector
Assessor
Albino Martinez
Ricardo Martinez
Superintendent of Schools
Surveyor
Alex S. Bushkevitz
Board of
Juan de Mata Mares
County
Damaclo Tafoya
f
Geo. V. Santistevan J Commissioners

el

tionally well. The winters are mild.
The road to the Black Lakes. Cimarron,

United States as they had been to
Mexico, and many of them fought in
the Federal ranks during the Civil
War. In 1860 the county of Mora was
created out of part of the county of
Taos. It had seven precincts then, one
of the precincts, No, 4, Rayado, later
being erected into the counties of Colfax and Union. Being off the line of
railroad In greater .part, many primitive ways still prevail side by side
with advanced civilization, adding not
a little to the picturesquenss and
charms of the section.

passes
Taos
Ellzabethtown,
and
crossing tho
through Guadalupita,
Coyote twenty-thre- e
times In the canMany a fishing party finds Its
on.
way to this canyon or to the Black
Lakes, where trout fishing, us well as
hunting, yields excellent sport. Population. 250.
Turquino Is six miles north of Guadalupita. There are two sawmills in
the valley, with- an almost Inexhaustible supply .of timber to draw on. Hay,
grain, and the legumes are the prinPotatoes, however, are
cipal crops.
grown to an Immense size. A number
mineral prospects are In
of promlsi..
mountains, put not aevoi- the near-b- y
oped to any extent. Population, 350.
Coyote is seven mues nortneast or
Mora. Ii is In a narrow valley about
a mile wide, with high mountains and
bluffs on all sides. Stock raising and
agriculture are the main Industries. A
general store and a postoffice are found
here. There are several nne orcnarus
in the valley. A concentrator situated
there is Idle at present, although considerable work is being done on the
fine mineral prospects in the vicinity.
Copper is the principal ore, some of
it assaying as high as 8b per cent.,
besides carrying gold, silver, and lead.
Pooulntlon, 200.
Llano del Coyote is two miles east
of Coyote.
Its resources are chiefly
stock raising and farming. It has two
stores, one church, a school, and a
blacksmith shop. It is situated in an
open valley, watered by the Coyote.
Population, 300.
MORA COUNTY'S FUTURE.
Now is the time to settle In Mora
county.
The building of branch railroads Into the county will greatly increase land values and will bring many
opportunities for the establishment of
new Industries, the development of latent resources, the building of new
towns and the growth of the older
settlements. With its ideal climate, Its
abundance of water. Its undeveloped
resources, Mora county promises In the
near future to become one of the most
densely populated and richest sections
of the great Southwest.
-

SETTLEMENTS.

Wagon Mound and Mora are the principal towns In Mora county and are
treated under tne neaa ot "cities ana
towns of New Mexico."
Watrous, on the San Miguel county
line, is next In Importance as a shipping point, being the second largest
settlement on the Santa Fe railway In
the county. Alfalfa and fruit are
raised to a large extent around Watrous. There are two large store, a
blacksmith shop, two churches, and a
PRECINCT.
One and a half miles
8choolhou.se.
Gu'ad" Garcia
Justice of the Peace
from Watrous the Santa Fe railway is
Deputy Sheriff
Wm. A. Brumage
operating a stone quarry which at
BOARD OK EDUCATION.
times employs from 300 to 400 men,
Chairman
Alex S. Bushkevitz
supplying ballast for the railway
Clerk
Herman Goodman
track. Two train loads of stone are
Member
Lucas Vigil
shipped daily. Population, 350.
Cleveland, better known as San Antonio, lies three miles west of Mora,
WEALTH.
in the Mora valley. Two stores, a sawAGRICULTURE.
The assessment of 1907 gives the taxmill, and postoffice are here. PopulaThe county leads in agriculture. Toable wealth of Mora county as $1,175,-82600.
an increase of $9,145 over the pre- gether with Taos county It was the tion,
Agua Negra Is four miles west of
vious year. The census of 1906 gives granary of the southwest for many Mora,
also In the Mora valley. It has
the value of agricultural wealth of vears. and betore tne advent ot me a postoffice,
one store, a Protestant
the county as $2,581,000, but the real
railroads caravans came from far and church, a mission
and a saw
apwealth of the county undouDteaiy
near to secure wheat and other agri mill. At this pointschool,
the main road to
proximates $6,000,000. During the past cultural products. Even today from Mora
starts. Population, 500.
fiscal year 100,000 acres were settled 25 to 50 wagons, loaded witn agriculRito de la Aeua Negra Is fifteen
upon by homesteaders, under the Fed- tural products, are on the road daily
of Mora and Is the center of
eral and land laws.
from the Mora valley to Las Vegas or miles west oats
and potato producing
Mora Is one of the few counties In to Wagon Mound. Five acres produce the best
county. It has two stores,
In
valley
the
the Territory where the area appropri13,665 pounds of oats, or 8& Dusneis to
a Catholic church,
ated exceeds the area of public lands. the acre. Potatoes yield from 3 to 5 a Protestant church,
Protestant mission school. Popu
The area Btill subject to entry under tons per acre, Mora county being one and
600.
the Federal land laws Is 760,000 acres, of the few parts of the southwest lation,
Cebolla lies In a rich valley divided
while that appropriated Is 830,000 acres. where potatoes are raised successfully.
from the Mora valley by a mountain
The agricultural lands of Mora county Irrigation is not needed to raise crops. range.
A large reservoir supplies irriare valued on the assessor's books at
The principal crops are wheat, oats, gation water
to the many fertile farms,
$225,000 and the grazing lands at $341,-00corn, barley, rye, potatoes, and
alfalfa,
oata Deing tne princibut the census of 1900 shows that vegetables. Horticulture is a very suc- wheat, hay, andPopulation,
400.
they ar-- worth at least six times as cessful pursuit, and the fruit raised pal products.
five miles east
is
Cueva
situated
La
much.
stand comparison with that of Mora and is supplied
will
here
with water
CLIMATE.
raised anywhere in the United btates.
the Mora river. It is the headLike the rest of New Mexico, Mora Its flavor is unsurpassed and in size from
ComRanch
Cueva
quarters
La
the
county enjoys a peerless climate that and color it has no equal. From the pany. A ofCatholic
and a Protestant
CHURCHES.
valleys 15,000
Is a specilic for lung and throat trouMora and adjoining
and a Protestant mission
Rev. Father
CATHOLIC CHURCH
bles. Its high altitude, the purity of nnunds of oats are shipped annuany church
are
There
are maintained.
pastor.
Services held
Ant Cellier,
Its atmosphere, the grandeur of Its and about 2.000,000 pounds of corn. school
place.
shops
at
the
two
blacksmith
also
monthly.
Notices of date of service .
scenery, its pines, spruce, cedar, and Enough wheat is raised to supply anu Pnnulatlnn 500.
will be posted a week In advance. Nopinon forests make it an ideeal seckeep busy the year around one modern
mues
tnirteen
lies
Golondrinas
health-seeker- 's
esi
water-puwpastor
tify
of sick calls.
the
a
for
homes
grim,
and
ano
muí
tion
six
roller
Mora and fifteen miles west of Wa
paradise. The annual rainfall Is slight mills.
wat
surrounding
valley
is
trous.
The
and occurs mostly in the summer
Rev.
The homeseeeker can purchase land
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
the Cebolla.
months. There are no extremes In tempastor. Services held in
already under cultivation at from $10 ered by the Mora andraising
are me
perature either in summer or winter, to $40 per acre. Mora county produces Farming and stocn Alfalfa
every
In
Sunday
school
first
and other month. house
Industries. .
the winters being mild and sunshiny sugar beets very rich in saccharine principal
Sunday school every Sunday at
uu
or
legumes,
cereals,
hay,
kinds
all
crop
to
cold
even
cool,
heavy
summers
a
and
and the
mutter and yielding
products. The 2.00 p. m.
fruits are the principal
at night In the mountainous sections. the acre. The extraordinary purity of settlement
has one store and a
There Is good fishing and hunting In these beets and their high per cent of
CLUBS.
Population, 250.
the country; roads are good and ac- sugar have created a demand for them,
va lev is fifteen mues east
Meet
ROY COMMERCIAL CLUB.
commodations for tourists and health and quantities have been shipped to
pursued
farming
is
and
Watrous,
ings
held on first and third Tuesdays
factories as of
seekers are plain but substantial and tho Pnlorndo beet-sugmodmost
the
with
F.
every
in
accordance
Officers:
Club
In
Hall.
here
month
cost
comfortable.
an experiment; but, owing to the
The valley Is watered A. Roy, president; Austin Harman, vlie
of freight and the difficulty of taking ern methods.
RAILROADS.
Deing
river,
Mora
ditcnes
from the
president; jacoD loersneim, secretary;
to the railroad, sugar-beMora county is crossed from north to the beets
out on both sides of the river L. E. Aldridge, treasurer. Executive
is not as profitable as it would takenwatering
Al
acres.
of
south by the great Santa Fe Railway. raising
thousands
Committee:
and
Frank A. Roy, Austin Harlo
were
or
factory
n
two
ho
sucar
if
The mileage Is little over 40 miles. A cated
corn, oats, and an Kinas ot iruits man, Jacob Floersheim, L. E. Aldridge
nearer to the beet field. Labor falfa,
Iman
Vegetables
railroad from Las Vegas to Mora has la rhmm
attain
are
S.
raised.
Brown.
and
F.
water Dower abundant, and
been surveyed, and an extension from
of cattle, fat
which mense size. Hundreds
Mora fuel easily secured, factors
Mora to Taos is contemplated.
sleek, roam on the adjoining
PRIMROSE PROGRESSIVE CIRCLE.
much to the success and
would
contribute
county needs more railroads for its de
graze
peacefully oy
mesas,
while
sheeo
Meetings held every Saturday after
factories.
of beet-sugPopuveloDment and would give heavy ton
section.
in
this
thousands
the
agri
principal
noon. Mrs, W. H. Willcox, president;
Tho fnllnwinar are the
nage to such. The building of railroads
150.
lation,
Agua
and
Mora
F. B. Srong, vice president; Mrs.
Mrs.
The
valleys:
would also lead to the establishment of cultural
miies west ui F. A. Roy, secretary; Mrs. F. S. Brown,
Ocate is twenty-nv- e
nearly all under cultiva
many industries, for which the raw Necra vallev.
dividing
line
near
Mound,
the
Wagon
long.
Us
twontv-two
In
miles
la
treasurer.
materials call be furnished by tho iinn
wide between Mora and Colfax counties.
Trustees: Mrs. F. A. Roy. Mrs. W. II.
county, for which the fuel and water narrowest place It is 40012 yards
1,200 settlers In this fertile Willcox,
are
There
miles;
the
of
Mrs. F. B. Evans.
length
about
the
power are there, and home markets for
stores,
five
general
has
Ocate
valley.
other 10 miles are from 2 to 103 miles each carrying a stock that would do
could easily be found.
milas
Is
valley
wide. The Cebolla
TIMBER.
lnnir ami from IV, to sVí miles wiue. credit to a city store. There are two
Many parts, especially in the moun- - The Guadalupita valley is 5 miles long churches, four schooinouses, ana sev-is
C.
blacksmith shops. The town
tains, are heavily timbered districts. and s miles wide along the Guadalu- - eral
sur
Steps are being taken to protect some nlta and then runs 10 miles to uucero, most beautifully situated, beingmounof the timber sections, especially on the averaging about a quarter of a mile In rounded by high Valley is
dotted with
Attorney -- at- Law
Pecos Forest Reserve. This does not width. The Llano del uoyote vaney is tains. The Ocate
and about b.uuu
prohibit the cutting of timber, but about 3 miles long and 1 mile wide. beautiful meadows,
annually.
merely regulates it. Seven million feet Tho Tji Pnova valley, not Including the tons of hav are Isharvested
the dividing Une
anen The Ocate Creek
of lumber are annually shipped out of 100,000 acres of the La jueva
Mora grant and the public
the county. From 25 to 50 wagon loads Company, has an area of about 14,000 between the
Many thousands of cattle,
ATTEND TO ALL LEGAL MATpoles are daily acres. The Golondrina valley has an domain.
if ties and telegraph
horses can be seen grazing
taken to the railroad.
area of 5,000 acres. The Cherry and sheep, and
picture
of
making
a
Ocate,
around
Watrous valleys produce alfalfa grain neape and nlentv. The valley was set
MINING.
TERS BEFORE ALL THE TERRIalthough 30.000 pounds of
Mora Is not a mining county, but Is raised annuany, oeing usea musuj tied fifty years ago. every root oí lana
there are indications in plenty of min- In fattening cattle, there being aDout be ng disputed witn nostne inaians,
LAND
TORIAL COURTS.
eral wealth to that of any section of 20.000 head of cattle in these two
and today a' certain part of the valley
.the Rocky mountains Many prospects
Resides these valleys, which all la known as uorrai ae ios Apacnes,
have been located and some of them have Irrigation systems, there are the The valley Is exceptionally well wat
MATTERS A SPECIALTY.
The Lower Cebolla. Buena vista, uarmen ered, the Ocate creek being lormea
show considerable developmtnt.
copper
are especially Gascon, and other small valleys that by several sparkling mountain streams
indications of
promising. Extensive work is being are
which comes down picturesque canons.
very productive.
done in the Rociada and Coyote mining
Fort Un on lies eight mues nortn
HISTORY.
districts, as well as In the northern
of watrous. It has a romantic history,
Mora is the Soanlsh word for rasp
part of .the Pecos river forest reserve.
The caravans on the Santa Fe trail, in
- - New Mexico
the the early fifties and sixties often made Clayton
The Rociada Gold and Copper Company berry, the. first settlers naming
Is down 200 feet, and has a 6 to 8 foot section thus on account of the abunda haven of refuge. A stage carried
it
Union Co.
Up to 1830 the mail from and to Kansas City once
vein of copper, assaying from 10 to 20 ance of wild raspberries.
per cent, in addition to the gold, silver, the county was the hunting ground or every two or three months, and later
and lead. There are many other good Ind an tribes who held undisputed on monthly. Freight wagons and the
prospects In the same vicinity, some sway. In 1832 the first attempt was prairie schooners made the trip In six
having ore running as high as thirty-fiv- e made by white men to settle on tne months, and some took a whole year A.
per cent. In copper. The Santa present site of Mora, but the settlers to make a return trip. The place was
Barbara King mine, near Mora, has wero driven oft by the Indians and a to the traveler an oasis and a bulwark
had assays of from $60 to $70 per ton. number of them were slain. However, against the marauding Indians. The
UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER,
There Is a small smelter at Rociada. 101 other attempts were made, and in 1840 old fort Is 6,700 feet above sea level
Oro gravel was formerly worked with the settler made a brave stand against and situated In a valley twenty-fiv- e
COUNTY SURVEYOR
day
from
the
pan
wide.
The
pan.
and
yielding
five
as
that
much
as
miles
the Indians
each
miles long and
the
NOTARY PUBLC.
a turkey quill filled with gold dust. In white men held the upper hand. The Turkey Mountains lies to the east,
Mora valley was at that time a. dense while to the west rise the majestic
the Coyote mining district several nun
JOHN FLORENCE,
forest and grat hardship was endured slopes of the Rock mountains. The fort
dred thousand dollars have been ex
Chief Deputy at Mora, New Mexico.
he lands and building was abandoned In 1891. An extinct era
pended, but litigation has caused op In clearing
ROY,
erations to lag. Specimens or ore homes, or" l a white man would be ter lies between it and Ocate, and for Assistant ChiefF. A.
Deputy at Roy, New
killed at his own door by marauding many miles around lava is piled up.
have been picked up that assayed
Mexico.
Guadalupita Is situated twelve miles
in gold to the ton. and there Is a Indians, and It was not uncommon for
tradition of a "lost mine" that at one women and children to be carried Into north of Mora In a beautiful valley
government
The Mexican
surrounded by high mountains. The
time yielded fabulous sums. This mine captivity.
valley round about Is well watered by
Is supposed to be located on the Mora furnished no protection, and the set
HOMESEEKERS
tiers had but rude weapons with which several small streams, the chief of
grant, and mucn money nas oeen
to rediscover It. It Is natural to repel the attacks of the savage which Is the Coyote, which gets Its
government,
In
Lakes,
Black
The
Colfax Will do well by employing an official
however flow from the
to suppose that with mountain forma- hordes.
county. There Is a sawmill, general surveyor and thus get correct line and
tion similar to that of the richest min- gave a large grant of land to seventy
men. In 1847, dur
store, a church, and a school In the numbers.
eral districts in the world, and rich six of these sturdy Mexico,
these people settlement, which also has a postoffice,
float being picked up in every part of ing the war with
Hay, grain, potatoes and legumes are
the. county, as well as mineral veins an- - were intensely loyal to Mexico, isew
Can make land filings, final proofs
nnrent on the surface in many locan comers from the States about this raised In large quantities, but the chief
Amerl
Industry Is stock raising. Many thou and commence contests, in fact any-In
time were massacred, and the
ties, that Mora county has a great fu
appeared soon after- sand sheep graze in the hills, and on thing that you may require done
ture as a mineral producer. Aitnougn can troops, who
wards, as a punishment, laid the town the mountains browse many herds of the land business, to which we will
Mora has no coal mines, the coal Indl
In ashes. After the annexacattle. Grass comes very early in tho correctly and promtly attend.
cations are such that many thousands of Mora
of tons could.be produced annually tion these people were as loyal to the spring, and therefore cattle do excep
3,

0,

DIRECTORY

er

post-offic-

e.

ar

et

ar

'

E. Farrington

well-timber-

prln-Mnal- lv

val-lov- s.

S.

.

$3,-2-

Bushkevitz

TERRIBLE.

Minister I'm afraid you
do anything for money. Meandering Mike Yus;
lows will even work for It

Macaroni Wheat.

FOR CLEAN WALLS

Salzer's strain of Macaroni or Kubanka
wheat is absolutely pure and is from seed
obtained from the Department of Agriculture.
Our strain is Dakota grown
PREPARATIONS THAT ARE FOES which
laughs at droughts and elements
and positively mocks black rust that terTO DIRT.
rible scorch and would be ashamed of
itself if it did not return trom 40 to 80 bu.
of the finest wheat the sun shines on per
Not Necessary Constantly
acre in good 111, la., Mich, Wis, Ohio,
Penn., Mo., Neb, Kan, and other lands,
Paper When Streaks Appear
and 40 to 60 bu. per acre in arid lands. No
'
Breadcrumbs One of the Best
rust, no insects, no failure.
of the Housekeeper's Aids.
JUST SEND 10c AND THIS NOTICE
to ti.e John A. "Salzer "Seed Co., La
The torment of the modern house Crosse, Wis, and they will send you the
original seed book published, towife is the fatal propensity
of her most
gether with free samples of farm seeds
walls to take unto themselves
dirt such as Macaroni Wheat, Billion Dollar
and etroblra
Tha wvt-o- t
rf It la Grass, Victoria Rape, Sainfoin, the dry
though she be ever so good a man- soil luxuriator, Bromus Inermis, the desert grassifier, Emperor William Oats, more
ager, she is helpless before the dread original
than the Emperor himself, etc,
onslaughts of her bitter enemy.
etc, etc.
And
if
you send 14c they will mail in
Up to date, except in a few enlightaddition a package of farm seed never beunened communities, she has been
Qanrl rv
fore seen bv vnn .TnVin A
able to force smoke consumers on La Crosse, Wis. K. & W,

men will
some

fel-

Getting His.
"Of course, you don't want anything
you are not entitled to," said the conscientious man.
"Of course not," answered Senator
Sorghum, "but I will incidentally remark that I always have the best legal
talent available to ascertain what I
am entitled to." Washington Star.

Sal-mi-

chimneys, so unlimited soot continues
to be belched forth into the atmosphere, to the ruin of house and lungs
alike.
The wall paper is the greatest problem; it will get streaked and soiled
with appalling rapidity. Long before
the average housekeeper has money
to replace it, it has become a monument to careless housekeeping and an
indifferent city government that will
not fight the smoke nuisance.
In buying wall paper it is a mistake
to choose one so costly that It must
remain on for years. Cheap papers
are new most artistic, and have the
advantage thai they can often be re-

HER CHOICE

OF DEMISE.

-

Pathetic Thought of Little Girl Who
Had Lost Playmate.

Mary had for neighbor a small playmate, a much-loveand attractive boy.
The little lad rushed across the street
Why not the Natural laxative, Garfield
one day, throwing back a glance at his
Tea? It's Pure, Mild and Potent. Made
of Herbs. Write for samples. Garfield Tea
mother. At that Instant a trolley car
Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
swept around the corner and the resulting tragedy threw the town into
confiding
some
is
the
It
. nature of
mourning.
Each family wept as
women that makes them wabt to tell
though its own son had been lost.
you their family troubles before you
Mary was utterly disconsolate and,
have known them ten minutes.
little as she had previously known of
death, realized in a childish way the
ONLY ONE "BROMO QUININE"
newed.
That Ib LAXAT1VK BROMO OUININB. Look fo?
added horror of this one. In her conthe signature of B. W. UKOVB. Used the World
nursbathrooms
kitchens,
For
and
ver to Cure a Cold In One Dar. Bo.
vulsive grief, and while her father and
eries, it is wiser to have painted walls
mother sat with sobs In their throats
papers
glazed
washing
or
stand
that
will
You
be surprised to find how
and
tears overflowing, Mary straightmuch good there is in the world if with water and a scrubbing brush; ened up and Bobbed:
though where the expense does not
you'll sit up and take notice.
"Mother, when I die I hope It will be
count tiles form the ideal wall covera disease and not of a damage!"
of
Mrs. Window's Soothing; Syrup.
ing.
For children teetblng, softens the sunt, reduce! h
many
preparations
colli).
on
25c
There are
the
a bottle.
flammatlon, allays pain, cures wind
ECZEMA FOR 55 YEARS.
market for paper cleaning, some of
It is up to the dental student to take which are entirely successful and do
drawing lessons.
not need to be put on by a trained Suffered Torments from Birth In
Frightful Condition Got No Help
cleaner,. One. of these is a putty-lik- e
Until Cuticura Cured Him.
among
substance that is in great favor
the women who live in smoky cities
"I had an itching, tormenting eczeand who are more afflicted than most
of their sex in the matter of sooty ma ever since I came into the world,
and I am now a man B5 years old.
walls.
Small pieces of the mixture
are I tried all kinds of medicines I heard
of, but found no relief. I was truly
broken off and the walls are carefully
wiped down, care being taken to go in a frightful condition. At last I
always in one direction. This makes broke out all over with red and white
the paper look almost like new, and boils, which kept growing until they
can be repeated spring and fall for were as big as walnuts, causing great
several seasons, but after that a new pain and misery, but I kept from
scratching as well as I could. I was
paper Is necessary.
so
run down that I could hardly do
A homemade mixture for brightenmy work. I used Cuticura Soap, Ointing wall paper is composed of equal
ment, Resolvent,- and Pills for about
parts of whiting, cornstarch
and
fuller's earth used in the form of a eight months, and I can truthfully say
I am cured. Hale Bordwell, Tipton,
powder.
Stir the ingredients well
Aug. 17, 1907."
and put in a clean pall or big la,
cheerfully endorse the above tes"I
.
box.
Cover the handle of a broom
with a bunch of clean, soft rags or timonial. It is the truth. I know Mr.
cheesecloth to make a small, soft pad Bordwell and know the condition he
1
D I.I
about seven inches long and five was in. Nelson R. Burnett, Tipton, la."
I..
Dip this pad into
Inches wide.
Three Alarming Symptoms.
CARTERS
the powder and rub it on the
Physician Madam, I can find no
7
tress from DyspepBla, In-- walls, being careful not to move from traces of disease in this boy of yours.
F
1 Iw
(llgesttonandToo Hearty side to side or around, but always perWhat made you think he was ill?
EatlnS- - A perfect rem- - pendicularly.
I I IL V R edy
After the powder has
Mother Well, doctor, he behaved in
for Dizziness, Nau-1- 1
a I"
sea, Drowsiness, Bad been well rubbed on It should be re- such an odd manner when he came
PILLS
1
Taste In the Mouth, Coat- - moved with a clean piece of dry home from
school. He spoke klndiy
ed Tongue, Pain In th
J
cheesecloth.
to his little sister, didn't kick the cat
'' "'
laid., TORPID LIVER.
Grease spots on paper can frequent- and offered to carry coal for me.
They regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
ly be removed with stale bread. This
SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
will not hurt even delicate papers.' Use
only the center of the loaf. It is betGenuine Must Bear
ter to use rather small pieces of the
CARTERS
Signature
bread, throwing it aside as it gets
rilTTtE

The back is the mainsürinff .of
woman's organism. It quickly calla
attention to trouble by aching. It
tells, with other symptoms, such as
nervousness, headache, pains in the
loins, weight in the lower part of
the body, that a woman's feminine
organism needs immediate attention.
In such cases the one sure remedy
which speedily removes the cause,
and restores the feminine organism
to a healthy, normal condition is

d

SICK HEADACHE
i".l'"'',pulf-

HE

l.

LYDIAE.PSrí.íHAM'5
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
i

Mrp. Will Young, of 6 Columbia
Ave., Rockland, Me., says :
"I was troubled for along time with
dreadful backaches and a pain in my
side, and was miserable in everv wav.
I doctored until I was discouraged and
thought I would never get well. I read
what Lydia E. Pinkhara's Vegetable
Compound had done for others and
decided to try it ; after taking three
bottles I can truly say that I never felt
so well in my life."
A
1
TO
J Ifm
,,,,t,.,.
rjnah .etui,
uto. .tiug
ustus TLiyuii, vl TA..!
Pa., writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
"I had very severe backaches, and
pressing-dowpains. I could not sleep,
and had no appetite. Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound cured me
and made me feel like a new woman."
n

FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pink- -'

ham's Vegetable Compound, made
from roots and herbs, has been the
standard remedy for female ills.
and has positively cured thousands of
women who have been troubled with
displacements, inflammation, ulceration, libroid tumors, irregularities,
periodic pains, backache, that
bearing--

down

If Interested In poultry, write for our new booklet

20 Years with Poultry

Illustrated. Brimful of facts
the advanced poultry rnl'cr.

um

PATENTS

.

A big grease spot can often be removed by making a cheesecloth pad
filled with French chalk, which is put

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

IFFiSrssEEDS
nnrltv and reli- bility,Ferry' .Seeds
tn a Class Dyinem.
selves. Farmers
hare confidence
In them because
they know they
can be relied upon. Don't experiment with cheap
seeds your sure
ty lies in Duying
seeds sent out by
a conscientious
and trustworthy

immm

Ferry's Seed Annual

r 1V08 is FREE. Address
U.FUITtCl.DniMT.MlU.

,

over the spot and ironed with a very
hot iron. Care must be taken, of
course, not to scorch through the pad
and discolor the paper.
It is always well to have an extra
roll of paper in case of accidents. One
housekeeper not long ago had the bad
luck to have a large patch torn from
paper just
her expensive dining-rooafter it had been put on. As the paper was Imported from Japan and
there was no more to be bought at the
dealer's, she had to endure the un- sightly hole for almost six months un
til a new roll was imported.

I

RHEUMATISM
Is

most painful.

t'

.

What s good f

7&

f SWOBS

OIL

k

I

Gives Instant relief.
Removes the twinges.

USE IT. THEN YOU'LL KNOW
2SO.-A- LL

DRUGGISTS-B-

Oc.

nnri
FiiUKt

ideas for

US CO, Omaha, Nebr.

Tl CPTDftTVDCC
I tO
LLiU

Fac-Simi- le

soiled.

U.

LIVE STOCK AND
I HU I T
MaCELLANEOUS
In (rnvt variety for silo at the lowest prices by
N.
A.
kKUOliU NKlTSr.U'MitO.,
JJy. AiliuHU, Ultimo

t

IflVER
JINLls.

indiges-tion,dizziness.- or

nervous prostration.

íJ ITI

I
II
r lT1

feeling, flatulency,

1. Colpas, Patent Attorney, Wnnhinxton, 1). O. Advice
free. Terms low. Highest ref.
Walton

V.I

'

i

V

.V
V.
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f
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TARJETAS PROFESIONALES

Hispana Ameiicano

J. J. BEHR,

DR. J. L. FLINT
Oficina en la casa vieja de John
Dougherty,
Mora, New Mexico.

Periódico Senaflal.
Publicado por
Publi
cista del condado de Mora (inc.).

TRAFICANTE EN

rR .T. J. BERGMANS
Oficina en su casa, cerca de la casa
de cortes
Mora, New Mexico.

S.BUSHKEVITZ; . .Editor Principal
E. H.'BIERNBAUM. ...Editor Asistente

A.

MERCANCIAS GENERALS,
MADERA, GRANO, ZACATE Y TODO
DEL PAIZ
PRODUCTO

E. H. BIERNBAUM
r.nlpptnr de deudas narticulares.
Notario Público. Hace y reconoce
f 1.50 toda
clase de documentos e ñipóte,75
.50 cas.
Mora, New Mexico. '

v

,

PRECIO DE SUBSCRIPCION

Por un, afío
Por seis meses
Por cuatro meses
La subscripción deberá pagarse
lantada.
V

ESTAFETERO,

-

GUADALUPITA, N. Al.

ade-

VICTOR GALLEGOS
&VincHn ert lev.
Practica en las
Hlsnann Amurlcnnn no envía 6
todas las estafetas, y tiene una circu cortes de los jueces de pruebas, corté
lación grande y creciente entre la de comisionados de éondado y cQrte
gente inteligente y progresista del de jueces de paz, y notario público.
sudoeste.
v
A. W. WARREN
Las leyes de los Estados Unidos reRetratista y Carpintero.
quieren que cualquiera persona paga
Mora, New Mexico.
ra por un periódico mientras continue
Hp
estafeta,
el
rwAft A. SPIESS
la
tnmándnln
ftunmifi
A hozado en ley. Practica en todas
tiempo por el cual se suscribió haya
Su direc
expirado.
las cortes del Territorio.
ción de estafeta es.
Reglas de esta Redacción.
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Comunicaciones se publicarán, pero
R. n. DAVIS. JR.
& la resposabilidad
del que las mande.
Ahne-nden lev. Practica en todas
Esta redacción se reserva todo dere las cortes del Territorio. Su dirección
cho de publicar comunicaciones.
de estafeta es.
Comunicaciones con lenguaje impro
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
pio se ecnaran ai canasto aei desperO A. LARRAZOLO.
dicio.
en lev. Practica en todas
Ahninri"n
Si los comunicados son muy extende Nuevo México y en la
sos la redacción tomará lo más lm- las cortes
;
.
Corte Suprema del Territorio.
portante para publlccacion.
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
. En política este periódico será Re
publicano y defenderá sus principios.
LAS PRINCIPALES CASAS DE
NEGOCIOS
En el Condado de Mora, N. Méx.
.'
DIRECTORIO OFICIAU
H. D. REINKEN
Traficante en Mercancías Generales
" Territorial.
.'. :
Watrous, New Mexico
X
W. H. Andrews Delegado en el
OTTO LANGE
Congreso.
:.
Traficante en Mercancías Generales
George Curry Gobernador.
Watrous, New Mexico
Nathan Jaffa Secretario.
.
Superior,
Wm. J. Mills Juez
ANTONIO ARCHULETA
C..WL
raneante en Vinos, ueroeza
'
Secundino Remero Escribano de la
T.lfnres v Cfearros
Corte.
Watrous, New Mexico
Condado de Mora.
Malaquias Martínez Miembro del RAFAEL ROMERA Y LOPEZ
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Lucero, New Mexico
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"R. E. Rtndlev Renresentante.
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José Viblan Frésquez Juez de Prue
Traficante en Mercancías ueneraies
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TITO MELENDEZ
Manufacturero

'

de todo clase de Madera
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Y
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Propietario de

LA CANTINA DEL RITO.
CHACON,

NEW

MEXICO.

EUGENIO ROMERO,
COMERCIANTE GENERAL
Compramos Grano, Zacate y todo producto del paiz.
COMERCIANTE

EN EFECTOS

.

Escribano

, Juan

B. Martinez
lia ico v
1

lector.

7

de

MORA, NEW MEXICO.

Daylight
IS OUR ONLY

Competitor

icouiíiy j vur

Albino Martínez Asesor.
Ricardo Martinez Superintendente
de Escuelas.
Alex. S. Riishkévltz Aerlmensor
Juan de Mata Mares. Damacio TaComis
foya, George V. Santistevan
ionados de condado.
Precintos del Condado.
Mora Roberto Romero, J. P.; Juan
Anto Guiterraz, S. A.
Cleveland Epifanio Espinosa, J. P.;
Jacouo Pando, s. A.
Guadalupita José de Jesús Torres,
J. P.; Placido Jaramillo, S. A.
Cherry Valley M. S.Wasson, J. P
La Cueva Donáciano Gonzales, J.
P.; Luis Manzanares, S. A.
San José Manuel García, J. P.;
José Trinidad Martinez, S. A.
Golondrinas Ed F. Jager, J. P
Ocaté Alejandro Mares, J. P.; Jul
iuu Duran, S. A.
Holman Francisco Saluzar, J. P.;
Pedro Lucero, S. A.
Wagon Mound Banito Vigil, J. P,
Armento Encarnación García, J. P
El Llano Delflno Pacheco, J. P.;
Francisco Lopez, S. A.
Chacon Juan P. Ortega, J. I'.; Por
lirio Pacheco, S. A.
Abuelo Benigliu ,Truji!lo, J. P.;
José U. García,. 5 A.
'
Cármen Jacobq Lobato, J. P. ; Cío
dóves Vteil, S. A. Corrillera Epifanio Martinez, J. A.;
Juan C. Blea, s. A.
Turquillo Marino Gonzalés, J.. P.;
Ccsario Gallegos, S. A.
Gascon José H. Martinez, J. P-Aniceto C. Archuleta, S..A.
Roy Guadalufa Garcia, J. P. Wm
.

THOS. J WALTON,
Propietario del
Hotel Walton.
Mora, N. Mex

Watrous

National ftrc Light Co.
P. O. Box 29
1750-175-

LOS HNOS. GANDERT,

DIRECTORIO

Traficantes en
Mervancias Generales
Madera v Grano, duefios de Cantina.
Holman, N. Mex

CONTKST NOTICE.
Department of the Interior,
i'nitArl KtHtps Ijind Office..
M M
Tpohrimrv i 1908.
...
uffirliil'tt VlAViniT
t
-t
nuiiiv.iwni nnnlaut
ii'inv.iv
t...nn mnrl Ir. ti, la nfftnf hv ThnmílH II.
Honestead
Goode; contestant, against
.Til
.

rl.rln
..

,

1

-

1C')11

M

mnHo

1907.

n ft 10

CATOLICO.

Parroquia de Santa Gertrudis.
Cura Párroco. . . ..... .Rev. C. Balland
Rev. Julio Balland
Asistente
"'.Iglesia parroquial:
Cada Domingo,
primera misa rezada & las 7:30; segunda misa cantada á las 9:30 a. m.,
á las 4 p. m. rezo del rosarlo y bendición del Santísimo.
Desde las 8:30 hasta las 9:30 enseñanza de la doctrina Cristiana en la
Iglesia, y después de la misa mayor,
sigue dandosa la misma enseñanza en
la sala de la escuela pulillea de las
niñas, excepto el Sábado. Durante
los días de la semana, lá doctrina se
enseña todos los dias en la sala de la
escuela publica después de la hora de
la escuela; la enseñanza es dada pollas hermanas de Loreto.
Capillas Administradas por el Cura
Párroco de Mora,
1. San Antonio (Cleveland) Visita
rada segundo jueves del mes, y

cectlon 9, township 19 N.,
V Francis u. urunuin.
15..
which It Is alleged under dat9
of January 7. 1908, that the said Fran-.- i
i t
...... whitllv
.......... nhRndoned
I IB
MIOl.M . him
IJ. douitiim
the Bald land embraced In Ills H. b..
ha wholly ranea 10 remuc mi,
thnt
tllA foimñ. nnu
ni .riiv'A
H....I.
Hint tie hIjovh mfiillonod deferís exist
lor- more man win
and i.Iwve existen
i.n.l
....v. .inntlllllH dn'Vtl
'IlUiHiii Mini ,,.-.- .
hereof,
and that, the said
to the. date
alleged absence from the said land was
not due to nis employment in me United
navv or marine corps of the
Stiit'os ns n private so)dler. ofllcrr, sen- HurtnET Iho war wlih
Spain- "r dminp any other war. In whl 'h
mav ne piigigtn. miu
nil en Plates
.the . kAAv,i. nntiflAH trt nrr9r.
a'til
offer evidence touching
eFr.óhd.
SRld tHcsrtlf.ri at 10 o'clnrk a. m o
pr 23. lOl, before W. H. WJ.Uco. U
S Co'itt Commissioner at his office In
n'oVM.. Uhl tht final heirlna: will
be heldcat 10, o'clock n. m.. on Anril 30 pisa.
I '108
l'aforei he Register and Receiver
2. San Isidro (Holman) Visita caat theil'nlMd States Land Office in
da segundo domingo del mes.
"
The-e"lcontestanr navins. 111
.1.
San Antonio (El Rito, Chacon)
fnctg' which sho-- that after Visita y misa cada tsreer domingo
v,
cr diligence
drsl mes.
personal servine .n
due
enn rot he made. It is herenv or
4.
Nuestra. Señora do Guadalupe
dered n.nd dircten--tnai
rr.uadalucita)
Visita y misa cada
S. A.
irlvun by. due an
domingo dol me3.
cuarto
P.
Gonzalos,
J.
Francisco
Register,
0.22
!

Tii.iiivim.1

THE

HOTEL KOHN,
Acomodaciones de primera ciase.
Cuartos umpios,
Precios Razonables.
MoratN. Mex

for NE
range 28
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A

ForTstores, halls, homes, churches,
streets; etcT Brighter, whiter and
cheaper than as, electricity, acetylene or kerosene. No smoke, no
odor. Absolutely safe and guaranteed..
.
Call or write for particulars.

Chacon, New Mexico

Alguacil Mavor,

v

fft-'-

?r;
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ABARROTAS

Pagamos los Precios mas Altos por Productos del Palz. .
Damos un Descuento a los que compren con Dinero.

Estafetero

Con

X

SECPS

;

dado.

DEL PAIZ

PRODUCTOS

'

jífon Navarro

'

Mercancías Generales

-

X

.

TRAFICANTE EN

4

Denver, Colo.
Blake Street.

K
Santa Rita ÍLueero) Visita v
misa cada dos meses el primer miér'
coles del mes.
r,.
Kaerailo Corazón (Llano del Coy
ote) Visita cada segundo martes del- mes. .
7
San Rafael ÍLa Cueva) Visita
y misa cada tres meses, el primer sá
bado del mes.
8. Santo Niño (Buena Vista) Vis'
ita y misa cada segundo lunes del

mes.

'

.

San José (Cebollita) Visita y
misa ciíatro veces al año.
1IV
Mnnstra Sfifinra del Cármel (El
Carmel) Visita y misa cada primer"
martes Jel mes.
1 1.
San José (Ledoux) Visita y misa cada primer jueves del mes.
12. Santiaeo (de la Cebolla) Vislta- y misa cada segundo viernes del mes.
13. ...Santo Niño (Montoso) Visita y.
misa cada tres veces al año..
14. Laguna Negra, visita y misa
dos vécs al año.
.
.
15. San Jcsé (Cañonclto) Visita y'
misa dos veces al año.
Los feligreses Católicos de Ja parroquia de'Mora están encarecidamente
requeridos de avisar al
cuando 1 mismo visita alguna de las
capillas,.'! hay algún enfermo en la?
vecindadi para que se. aproveche la i.
ocasión do la visita.
En cada una de las capillas arriba
mencionadas la misa so celebrará á
las 9 n.'rn. durante el invierno y a
'
"'.
las 8 durante el verano. t
;
9.

-'

'

.

cura-pftrroc-

TIENDAS

LAS

DE

Daniel Casidy e Hijos
MORA,. NUEVA

MÉXICO.

y Daniel Casidy,

cieveiard. n. m.

Son loa mas grandes comercios de abastos al por mayor o menor
en el condado de Mora, listos a llenar ordenes pequeñas o grandes, y
en cualquiera cosa.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
LITTLE MEN AND BIG ; THINGS
' Department of the Interior,!
Land Office at Clayton, N. M., J
February 14,' 1908, J Logical Reason for .Success In Live ef
, . . 6o Many Persona Below
Notice Is hereby rlven that Fred B.
Evans, of Roy, N. M.. has tiled notice
Average Stature.
V
of his intention to make Anal commu
'
tation proof In support of his claim",
viz. Homestead Entry No. 5384, made
"Have you ever thought," said a
April 23. 1904, lor the Eli NE Í4, NW
hi NE
section 20, SE M SE yl. seclittle
man, "why it is that so many
tion 17, township 20 N., range 26 E
and that said proof will be made bor people Bmall in stature have' ' acfore W. H. Wilcox, U. S. Court Cora.,
at his office in Roy, N. M., on March 28, complished such great things in the

Mercancías Generales,
Herramlentas, Maderas, Grano, Zacate, Efectos, Secos, Nociones, Botas
y Zapatos, Sombreros, Modistería y Ropa.
COMPAREN NUESTROS EFECTOS Y PRECIOS.
Podemos suplir a Vds.

Hagan una prueba.

Mora y Cleveland, N. M. '

Job,

(fatal

u

1SU8.

He names the following witnesses to world? I'll tell you. It's hecnuse
prove his continuous residence upon,
they get their dander up. They get
and cultivation of, the land, .viz:
Herman Goodman. Lieslle E. All- - tired of being looked dowaupon and
dredjre, Pablo Branch, Frank A, Roy,
all of Roy. N. M.
of being treated patronizingly by fho
EDWARD W. FOX,
resolve

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,

February 14. 1908.
Notice Is hereby trlven that Maria
Inés Arguello, of Albert. N. M., hns
tiled notice of his intention to make
final five year Droof in siiDDort of his
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. 8335,
matte November 2U, 1901, for the SW
NW V.: W
SW Vl. section 4. NW. V
NW 14, section 9, township 20 Ñ., range
v
li., and that said proof will be
made before W. H. Wilcox, U. S. Court
Com., at his office in Roy,' N. M., on
March 28, 1908.
He names the following witnesses to
prove nis continuous residence upon
ann cultivation of, tne lana, viz:
Jose E. Arguello. Manuel Arguello.
Severo Belarde, Jose Rumaldo Sandoval,
an or Aioert, jn. m.
,

W. FUX,

lÜDVVAuD

tapia

Register.

CONTEST NOTICE.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Clayton, N. M., February 12, 1908.
A sufficient contest affidavit havlnsr
Deen tiled in tnls office by Austin Har-ma-

LA TIENDA QUE VENDE DE TODO.

n,

contestant, against homestead entry No. 5458, made July 1. 1904, for N
SE Vl and SE
SE
sect on 7.
and SW 14 SW 14 section 8, township Í0
v, range ü b,. py unknown heirs of
Ruperto Martlne, contestee. in which it
is alleged under date of November 19,
1907, that the said Ruperto Martinez,
deceased, has no legal heirs to my
knowledge also he ,has never complied
with the homestead laws as to resi
dence, prior to his death, which was
about two years ago. that the mi d en
try was fraudulent in Its inception as
he entered snme for another person and
not lor nimseit. and that the said- - al
leged absence from the snld land was
not duo his employment in the army.
nary or marine corps or the United
States as a private soldier, officer, seaman or marine during the war with
Spain, or during any other war in
which' the United States may be engaged, said parties are hereby notified
to appear, respond, and offer evidence
touching said allegation nt 10 o'clock a.
m. on April 2. 1908, before Alex "S.
Bushkevitz, U. S. Commissioner at his
office in Roy. N. M., (and that final
hearing will be held at 10 o'clock a. ra.
on April 9, 1908. before) the Register
and Receiver at the United States Land
Office in Clayton, N. M.
The said contestant
having. In a
proper affidavit, filed February 12 1908.
set fortli facts which show that after
due diligence personal service of this
notice can not he made, it is hereby ordered and directed that such notice be
given by due and proper publication.
'
JÜUWAK1J w. fox,
Register.
Va.

Esta casa, que fué establecida hace mils que 40 "años, es aun la
tienda favorita del público; aquí siempre encontrarán efectos de'ver-dader- o
mérito, que sean de su gusto y que están marcados con sus
precios Justos. En esta estación estamos mejor abas ecidos que nunca;
mas del doble de efectos de donde escojer hay. en esta tienda, que cualquiera,' otra; y todo lo que vendemos es absolutamente nuestro y de
último estilo. Aquí será Vd. tratado lo mejor posible y llevará lo más
almacén, pues
quo sea "dable por "8úditfefb. Costeará que visite-es- t
aquí se podrán comprar artículos para el verano é Invierno. "

Toda clase de Mercancías. Grano, Zacate, Madera, Efectos Secos, Nociones, Botas y Zapatos, Sombreros y Ropa de Hombre y de Mujer.

MORA, NEW MEXICO

La Compania del Rancho de La Cueva

.

big fellows, and they just
to show society that they arc worth
something, even though' their height
may he in the vicinity of five feet.
In a word, quality,' not quantity,
becomes their motto. . Another thing
about the little folks that. I've noticed is that they have learned how
to conserve their' energies .and kow
to take care of themselves. .Your
big man almost invariably is reck
less with his strength the .very generosity of a large nature, I suppose,
makes him care little about his time,
his health and innumerable other
things. He has an impression that
he can do pretty much anything that
he sets out to, and the chances' are
that he does 'not devote oyéímüch
energy to preparation. The little
fellow, on the othfr hand, knows that
ho has a physical handicap, so far
as appearances go anyway, aijdjio
to overcome it.".?
does his-be.

'

A SPOILT KISS;

ana iayru
1. Ye gallant Knigm
Innp tnv Vppn nn Vfi Xmas- custom
fartv
uu,7

w.0
of kissing under ye mistletoe, but

TRAFICANTES EN

MERCANCIAS GENERALES

"

MADERA, GRANO, ZACATE, ETC.

.

NEW MEXICO

LA CUEVA

Traficante en

Every gem known to the lauldarv
La tienda mas barata eu la plaza. has been found in the United States.

También es Propietario
-

According to Beerbohñí Tree, "life
Is too drab in color." An opinion to the
contrary could easily be obtained from
the roan who, after palating it red,
wakes up with a fit of the blues.
Youths at the University of Chicago
complain that the coeds' picture hats
cause them to flunk. The original
Adam made a more gallant,
excuse
than that when he blamed the girl
herself.

TIMOTEO SENA
MERCANCI S GENERALES

Suscríbanse al El Hispano Ameri
cano. Su precio es $2 nor el año.

flerlin Is to see an American musi
cal comedy for the flrBt time. Never
fear but that It will get the habit. :

do

LA CANTINA "AURORA"

Tiene siempre en mano los mejores Vlno3, Licores, Cigarros' y Tabacos.
Es el.luear recreativo mas aseado como reservado en la plaza.
';
MORA, NEW MEXICO.
'

The hours we spend in wishing
and craving for the impossible could
be better spent, in working for the attainable. -

n
z.

Ing

Ml I. . . . .
i .
are spurn
uyjrv. " duui:.i
wrong
moment..
down at the
z

V.

INGENIOUS

tynm.
.

INDIGENCY.

"My boy," says the first wayfarer,
on a scheme that guarar

'I've hit
....

nvi jumiuyif
tees Hie a eiuiuu m.nl niw
some clothes at- any house: I care to
..

'

.
strike."
do you do?" asks the sec"What
'
Blgheart, ' whcTdfed 'the other day,
ond wayfarer, wearily biting into
was the richest Indian In America.
' '
'
sandwich.'
An Indian doesn't have to live up to a cold meat
'
v
away my hat, run
TRAFICANTE EN MERCANCIAS GENERALES
whlto
a
throw;,
any
than
more
"I
bis name,
"
of bushes to- get
man.
couple
a
ja
through
mejor calidad.
Efectos Secos, Abarrotes, Botas y Zapatos deup
Viotlies mussed up, tlieri'-gDiamonds are falling in nrlcé...,hut inv
Nuestros Precios competirán coa cualesquler comercio. Compramos toda
''
lady
the
tell
and
door
'
front
low
lo
.$6
"
the
that
they are not so vulgarly
clase do. productos del pais.
ladies .who live ,at tho hotels-- , feel of the house I'm a racing balloonist
Hagancs una visita y quedaran satisfechos.
that they should leave them off, at that has 'just .des'ccudeil ifl' tlw
NEV MEXICO breakfast time. ..,
MPT? A

JESUS MARIA SANCHEZ,

.

V
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,

'

'

'

'
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"
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woods."

Success;
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LARGE NAVY

IS NEGSSARY

Make Ideals Practical.
We may not realize our Ideals, but
ire may always Idealize our realities,
amd our Ideals must be practical it
we are to make a religion of them, and
2ive by them. Helen Kellar.

How's This?
8ENAT0R

PERKINS
DEFENDS
GOVERNMENT POLICY AND
' PLEADS FOR MORE 8HIP8.

We offer One Hundred Dollars Rewtrl for an
mm of Catarrh tlutt cannot be cured br Hall'i
Catarrh Cure.
T. J. CHENEY ft CO., Toledo, 0.
for the leat It Teen, and bellere Dim perfectly honorable In ell butlneee transaction! and financially
able to carry out uy obligation, made by hit arm.

HUDII,

PRESENTS

STATISTICS

OUR PACIFIC FLEET

NEARLY

A8

LARGE AS JAPAN'S
NAVY.

.

Washington
Senator Perkins of
California Friday spoke in the Senate
in Justification of expenditures for the
upbuilding of the American navy and
of the policy of sending the fleet Into
the Pacific ocean.
He reviewed the achievements o.
the navy and declared that it was the
most popular branch of the government service.
He gave statistics to prove that the
heavy expenditures on our navy since
1880 have resulted in gigantic growth
for our Iron and steel industries, nec- easuauDK an enormous lucreatm iu mr
number of men empjoyed, with a corresponding benefit to the nation.
"When the fleet now on Its way to
San Francisco is Joined by the other
effective vessels on the Pacific," Senator Perkins said, ' "we shall have a
eight
fleet of eighteen battleships,
armoied cruisers, thirteen protected
cruisers, thirteen destroyers, five
pedo boats and two submarines. The
battleships and cruisers alone, aggregate 40,172 tons, while the other naval
power' on the Pacific Japanese has
onlv 784.7Ú1 rnnn In nil plaaHPH nf ve&
seis. The Pacific fleet will be amply
able to protect our interests in that
ocean."
Attention was called to the un
broken record of bravery which the
navy presents from its earliest beginning, and on the Pacific those who
man the vessels will have the examples
of Comraodort Sloat, Admiral Kim
berly and Admiral Dewey for Inspira
tlon.
The senator sketched the growth of
the new navy from 1833 to the present
day, when the United States has be
come the second sea power in the world
surpassing France by a small margin
in the strength of our fighting force
and for outstripping Germany, Russia
and Japan.
And this lead, he said, the United
States is easily able to maintain. By
authorizing only two more battleships
of the big gun type, this nation would
still lead France by 40,000 tons in sea
fighting force.
Reference was made to the change
in the character of battleships which
resulted from the lessons of the naval
engagements during the Russo-Japaese war, which taught the Importance
of big ships carrying big guns, so that
a greater weight of metal can be
brought within a shorter battle line.
Hence all the naval powers are building ships carrying only twelve Inch
rifles for offensive purposes and a com
paratively few small rapid fire guns for
defense against torpedo boat attacks.
"The cost of the vessels of the new
navy built, building or authorized is
$309,359,190, while the total expendí
tures on account of naval establish
ment since 1883 is $1,244,651,039,". said
Mr. Perkins.
But Inu vast expend!
ture is not, as may be claimed by
some, unproductive. The construction
of the ships of our navy gave such
stimulus to the iron trade that more
iron mills were established, better ma
terial was produced, prices were low
ered and iron and steel came Into gen
eral use In all kinds of construction,
so that now we are the greatest iron
and steel manufacturers in the world.'
"In 1880 there were only 140,000
wage earners in the iron and steel in
dustry of the country, earning $55,000,'
000 and turning out products worth
$296,000,000. In 1905 there were 857,- 000 wage earners earning $482,000,000
and turning out products worth
The average wage in
creased from $400 to $500.
n

'

MA1TIH,

ILiXKAX

Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O
Hall'i Catarrh Cura la taken Intarniliv.
directly upon the blood and mucoua surfaces of the
system. Testimonials sent free. Frlce 75 cent per
1WU. DU1U UT BU liniHRVUi
Take Hall'i family Puis lor oonstl patio n.

John Mulr's Simplicity.
Once, in a talk with E. H. Harriman,
John Muir, author and ranchman, said
that he was richer than Mr. Harriman.
"I know what you mean," said Mr.
Harriman, "but I won't admit It.
Don't you think wealth is a good
thing for a man?"
"Not great wealth no. Your rich
man renounces too much. I would
rather He down at night by an old
spring I know up in the Sierras than
to own the WaMorf-Astorlthat is, If
I had to live in it." Bookman.
a

A Nature Student
The faculty with which the New
York child grasps the "new idea" in
matters educational is charmingly Ilof the World has
lustrated in a composition recently of the
Her teach- always been for a simple, pleasant and
penned by a
er had asked for brief compositions efficient liquid laxative remedy of known
on "Animals I Have Seen." This Is value; a laxative which physicians could
the result, written in the present day sanction for
family use because its com- vertical penmanship:
"Do you see the little robin swing ponent parts are known to them to be
ing on the tree? Do you see the little wholesome and truly beneficial in effect,
goldfish- in the bowl? acceptable to the system and gentle, yet
Who teached these two to fly so beau prompt, in action.
Who struck the
tifully together?
In supplying that demand with its exfeathers on their breasts? Twas God
cellent
combination of Syrup of Figs and
'TwasGod. He done it."
Elixir of Senna, the California Fig Syrup
Modus Vivendi.
Co. proceeds along ethical lines and relies
The handsome but impecunious on the merits of the laxative for its remarkyoung chap who had married the rich
and elderly widow began to hint that able success.
That is one of many reasons why
it was time to give him the control of
management
of Figs and Elixir of Senna is given
Syrup
and
of
her
the
her funds
estate.
the preference by the
"Launcelot," she said, "I shall allow To get its beneficial effects always buy
you a sufficient income for the supply
the genuine manufactured by the Caliof your wants, but I expect to keep
fornia
Fig Syrup Co., only, and for sale
my business affairs in my own hands.
druggists.
all
Price fifty cents
leading
by
not
a
a
This is
consolidation. This is
limited partnership."
per bottle.

The

General Demand
Well-Inform-

Well-informe- d.

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DATS.

PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to cure any eaae
Itching, Blind. Blending or Protruding Piles In
of
Ü
to II days or inonoy refunded. 60c.

HOW DO THEY GET INT

Physiological

Problem

That

Nora

The more money a girl has to burn
the easier It will be for her to find a
match.
A Philadelphia physician tells of an leap-yea- r
amusing conversation between two
Irish girls in domestic service who,
while on the board walk at Atlantic
City one day not long ago, were exchanging views as to their various
physical ailments.
"It's a sthrange thing, ain't It,
Norah," asked one of the girls, "how
manny new koinds of diseases people
get these days. Only this mor-rniI
were readin' an advertisement of a
new mldicine. It said it were wonder-rfu- l
for a sluggish liver."
"Gwan!" exclaimed the other girl,
scornf ullyr""LIver trouble an't no
new disase. Me own grandfather was
ALCOHOL- -3 PER CENT
havin' liver trouble whin I were not
vegetable Preparation for Asmore'n tin years old."
theFoodand Regulatsimilating
"Maybe," was the laconic response.
ing theStomachs and Bowels of
"But," added Norah, "what I want to
know is: how do thira slugs get inside
the liver, anyhow?" Illustrated Sunday Magazine.
Promotes Digeslion,Cheerful-nessandRest.Containeither
BRAIN POWER
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
Increased by Proper Feeding.
Not
,
Could Not Solve.

o rrn
that's pure
fa
1 1

Is tested
our
and warranted to be
reliable.
Write for
oar new Catalogue. It's FREE.
J. J. N. Sateen I tea, Musuaus, Matt.
mm
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W. N. U., DENVER,
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For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

Signature
U

ns

ñy

IT

Narcotic.

SOldDrSmiEUmJlER,
ftunJíin Sam

A lady writer who not only has done
good literary
work, but reared a

family, found in Grape-Nut- s
the ideal
food for brain work and to develop
healthy children. She writes:
"I am an enthusiastic proclalmer of
Grape-Nut- s
as a regular diet. I for
merly had no appetite in the morning
and for 8 years while nursing my four
children, had insufficient nourishment
for them.
"Unable to eat breakfast I felt faint
later, and would go to the pantry and
eat cold chops, sausage, cookies, dough'
nuts or anything I happened to find.
Being a writer, at times my head felt
heavy and my brain asleep.
"When I read of Grape-Nut- s
I began
eating it every morning, also gave it
to the children, including, my 10
months old baby, who soon grew as
fat as a litle pig, good natured and
contented.
"Within a week I had plenty of
breast milk, and felt stronger within
two weeks. I wrote evenings and
feeling the need of sustained brain
power, began eating a small saucer of
Grape-Nut- s
with milk instead of my
usual indigestible hot pudding, pie, or
cake for dessert at night.
urape-Nut- s
did wonders for me
and I learned to like it. I did not mind
my housework or mother's cares, for
I felt strong and full of 'go.' I grew
plump, nerves strong, and when
wrote my brain was active and clear;
Indeed, the dull head pain never re
turned.
"There's a Reason."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read, "The Road to
Wellville," In pkgs.

,

Bears the

Mx.Skhi

iCmammUSiaa

Mírwfetd -

tfínkrm. flavor.
A perfect Remedy for Constipation . Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-nes- s
and LOSS OF SLEEP -

Facsimile. Signature of

The Centaur Company,

k$
ji

Use

For Over

Thirty Years

NEW YORK.

Uuaranteed under the Foodanj
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Ttu eaarausj oommnt new torsi oitV.

rajmumma. nrm
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SHOES AT ALL
r PRICES. FOR CVERV
MEMBER OFTHEFAMILV.
MEN, BOYS, WOMEN, MISSES AND CHILDREN.
tOgm W. L, Doualam mmkmrn mud mmllm

mora
.
than
other manufacturer in
world, baoaumm thay hold thalr
aha pa, fit battar, waar lonpar, and
ara of oraator valua than any othar mvrft
ahoaa hi thm world

man'a$2.BOf$3.00and$3.60ahoa
any
thm

Mu

to-da- y.

excltuwtl.
L Douglas $4 and $5 Gilt Edge Shoes Cannot Be Eaualted At Ani Price
W.LDooglMnaina and priMtiSUmped on bottom.. Tnk Na Sabetltnta.
rUAUTION.
Bold br the best shoe dealers eremruera.
Shoe mailed from factory to any part of the world. Illas.
Waled Catflog free to an address.
W. JU 1M VOLAS, Brocktoa, Hsm.
W.
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trition
Sheep and Goats.
thia ai auy former tlni
n account cf its agricultural pos3ib!l
The ancient inhabitants or New Mex-- "
. ies.
Home3eekers are going to tht
Ico were a pastoral people they posterritory in great numbers, taking up
sessed large flocks. It wculd seam
ind purchasing large areas of land an.l
from this that sheep were "native and
A GUIDE TO NEW MEXICO FOR THE SETTLER AND THE IMMIGRANT.
building new agricultural communities
to the manor born." At any rale, the
THE PUBLIC LANDS AND THE LAWS UNDER WHICH THEY CAN of considerable importance. ,
territory, undeveloped as it is, boasts
BE OBTAINED. GENERAL INFORMATION FOR THE HOMESEEKER.
of more sheep and goats than' any
Rainfall.
other state or territory in the Union.
e
New Mexico, the "Land of
ing a stream or water to it, or otherThe country about Roy, located In It Is estimated
that S.'i.MO.ion sN"m
and of great promise," has, dur- wise making it subject to irrigation, a the rainbelt, which traverses the north250,000 Angora goata
and
are uow
ing tl.e past few years received more map of the land with the proposed eastern part, the average annual rainowned within tho territory. T..e wool
or
newspapers
ditch
means of water supply, should fall is eighteen inches. In the last
attention in the eastern
clip of 1902 amounted
to 22,000.000
i nd magazines, as to its products, its
be made showing the source from two years it is reported that the rain-Cal'
pounds.
to
Shipments
the mutton
I o .sibilities
in t.:e way or agricultural which the supply Is to be drawn. An
inches.
was close to twenty-fiv500,000 figure and
reached
market
the
pursuits and cf its healthful and un- application with accompanying map
brought Zlk cents per pound. Every
The Soil.
rhould be made before the same ofsurpassed climate for tte
county has its quota of sheep, ranging
ficers as in the case of a homestead . The soil of the valleys of the vicinfrom 40,000 to 200,000 head. The best
The day of development of In entry, and 25 cents per acre paid as ity of Roy is superior In 'productive
sheep ranges aro on the mesas and in
dustrial activity, is at hand li (the first installment on the price. At capabilities to the alluvial soil of the
the foothills, where the rainfall averNew
Tho the end of one year proof must be prairie states.
Mexico.
northwestern
ages from fifteen to twenty Inches
era is break made in the general land office of the
dawn of a new
The crops are not seriously troubled sufficient to keep the grass in
condition
ing. Ideal climate, natural beauty expenditure of a sum equal to $1 per by either Insect pests or fungus
the year round. Llitle care is necescountry, widi pcre in reclaiming and Improving the
of the semi'tropical
Much sunshine and dry climate sary
In the lino of feeding, a change of
range of crops, without irrigation, Jand. At the end of the second and prevent the growth of fungi and, there
location alone boing essential when,
combine to make here a second Kan-ras- . third years similar proof must be tore, these are not likely to become the pasture becomes
exnausted.
heretofore made. At the end of the fourth year, troublesome. The insect pests that
Immense ranches,
only grazing lands for the great herds by the payment of $1 per acre, title have found their way here seem to be
Climate.
can bo secured to the tract, which will quite easily controlled by proper treatof wild buffalo, cattle, horses and ante-The healthful properties of New
lope, are now being broken up into then stand the entryman $4.25 per ment.
Mexico's climate have already been too
farms for extensive farming, fruit rais- acre, all but $1.25 per acre having been
vldely advertised to need repetition
Subterranean Water Supply.
expended (or supposedly expended) in
ing and truck gardening.
;iere. Roy is no exception to the gen:
A large per cent, of the valley surSurrounding Roy on all sides, within improvements looking to the redemperal rule. On aecouut of its altitude,
a radius of 50 miles, are thousands oJ tion of the land.
face of the country surrounding Roy there are no extremes of temperature.
Persons desiring to take advantage is underlaid with strata of water-bea- r
acres of rich, fertile, free government
The summers never become ur.com- land, land which, with tbf combina- of tho homestead or desert land act, ing rock, composed of loose sand in fnrtahlv hot. and the winters are ex
tion of brains and brawn to till it, can should call on some reliable persons most cases, but abundant water has ceptionally mild. Rainfall The rec
be made to yield bountiful results in cuch as county surveyor or the the oeen found in limestone formations ords of the United States Weather Bu
the way of crops, immigrants ar United States Court commissioner, ilso. These "water deposits" aré at reau Service give the average annual
rive daily, and none leave without first who have complete plata and records present of unknown extent, but it Is rainfall, covering a period of twelve
entering a claim of 160 acres of the va: of all vacant lands, which are subject Delieved that they underlie most of the years for this section of New Mexico
cant government land and others pur- to entry; also it would be advisable arable surface of the territory. Ont as eighteen Inches, hut in the last three
for every perscn to get the land sur unusual feature is they lie very near
chase.
years the average rainfall has been
veyed, the cost of a reliable survey of the surface, and wells from ten tr
acquiregulations
governing
the
The
over twenty-on- e
inches.
sition of United States government a claim is $10 for a homestead and $15 forty feet in depth reach an appar-sntlmay
become a valuable
That climate
inexhaustible reservoir.
land for farming numoses are in sub for a desert.
asset In the stock of the resources of a
stances as follows: The applicant
Rcy, Mora County, New Mexico.
country Is no longer
Health
Fruit.
must be a citizen of the- - United States,
life.
For
in
thing
one
desirable
is
the
In passing on the productiveness of
Roy, Mora county, New Mexico, Is a
either native or naturalized; must bo
will sacrifice all else, even
men
health
we
Roy
years of age and lively little town on the Dawson
the soil In the vicinity of
over twenty-on- e
to the risking of life itself. For witheither unmarried or the head of a fam- branch of the Great El Paso & South-wster- could not do justice to It without a
out health life ia not worth the living.
railway system, which con- mention of the famousi Orchard ranch,
ily, and must not have previously
A healthful climate, then, is what a
used his right of entry. The tract se- nects with the Rock Island railroad at owned by the Mills Ranch Resort Comlarge majority of the race is looking,
canon,
lected must be examined and affidavit Tucumcarl, the much advertised town, pany, locited in the Red River
for.
made that it is not of a mineral char- which is only 68 miles from this point. twelve miles northwest of Roy.' This
As a Health Resort.
acter. There are two laws now in ef- The town commenced with the build- large orchard consists of apples,
fect under which an applicant may ing of the Dawson railway, which ends peaches, pears, pomegranates, necta
It is not the purpose of this paper .
make entry for farming purposes, the nt the famous coal camp called Daw- rines, grapes, plums, strawberries,
exploit New Mexico as a health reto
homestead law and the desert land son, New Mexico, 70 miles from thl cherries, apricots and other small
only so far as the conditions of
sort,
act.
volnt. The town has about 300 inhab- fruits. The fruit raised on this ranch
tend to affect the agricultural
climate
A homestead entry maw be made itants, founded by the Ro Bros, iu is of the highest quality it is the
prospects. But there
industrial
and
no
management
that
by any person having tbe qualifier the year 1903. It has the necessary boast of the
who are seeking new
thousands
are
tlons as above stated, for a tract of business houses for Its present size, wormy fruit has ever been discovered
or
of Investment where
chances
homes
not more than 160 acres. Application but requires many more, as the immi- on the ranch, and crops are abundant 'health
object in view.
is
chief
the
may be made at the local land office gration movement progresses an.l everv voar. This great orchard was
wash
to
a
under irrigation, but owing
or to a United States commissioner or population increases.
Market.
out on the river two years ago, it has
the courity clerk in the county where
AH country products can readily be
been impossible to irrigate, but the
the land is situated. The fees are as
Churches.
marketed at Roy, where the best ol
crops have not diminished nevertheFor
within
land
the
follows:
A large Catholic church Is now near- prices are obtained. Good butter has
less.
railroad limits, $22 for 160 acres,
Ing completion. Other :"eligious or
never sold for less than 25 cents per
Llvt Stock Industry.
?11 for 80 acres, and $8 for 40 acres.
hold
ganizations
services in the
.pound,
and eggs are at a good demand
Outside of the railroad limits the fees
New Mexico always will be a cattle
x
..
i.
school house.
J
per uuicu,
cems
uio average I.ue- ttt
80
160
fo
acres
acres, $8 for
are $16 for
country. The high mesas and foothills
Ing 35 to 40 cents respectively. In
School House.
and $6.50 for 40 acres. The applicant
with their luxuriant grass, the mild
comparison to the prices that such
taust state his full name and the place
protection
educa- climate and the natural
The town has an
commodities bring, the producer prices
e
of his actual residence and the
It is a beautiful from storms; the high altitude and
tional Institution.
merchandise are very low, all good3
of
regardaddress to which notices
of three pure air, which develop great lung and
stone structure consisting
ing his application may be sent. The rooms and a library. Three teachers feeding capacity in the herds, and the being sold by local merchants on the
ame basis the same goods are sold In
applicant must establish his residence
ire employed regularly. Much credit valleys with their wonderful capacity the East.
in a house upon the land selected s duo to William C. Roy and the writer for the production of alfalfa and other
within six months of the date of ap ind publisher for providing for the forage plants for "finishing" for. the
plication, and must, in order to securi :own the best school house building in market, make the ' territory of New
Roy may be reached by either the
a patent, reside on and cultivate thf the country.
Mexico a veritable paradise for .live
Island, which makes close conRock
l ame for five years, or shoufd he wish,
stock men.
Resources.
with the El Paso Southwestern
nection
in
price
to commute by paying the
The cattle interest Is yet in its in
The natural resources of New Mex-c- fancy. Conservative estimates place at Tucumcarl, New Mexico, or the
cash, he can do so after a resident
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, which
may be embraced under the followrnd cultivation of fourteen months.
the number of head at 1,250,000, a makes close connection at French, New
Agricultural, mineral, small proportion of what the territory
liefore, however; a. patent is issued the ,ng heads:
s
Mexico. The following very low
homesteader must make final proof of grazing, timber and climatic.
is capable of sustaining. The trouble
by
these
rates are offered
his resident and his compliance with.
has heretofore been the necessity of
Agriculture.
roads: From Kansas City and St.
the law in other respects. This must
east
shipping the unfinished product
The mainstay of a country is its ag- to be prepared for the market. This Louis return trip ticket direct to R07
be uvon the testimony of two wit
are sold for $20. Fom Chicago round
nesses, after due publication of the ricultural resources.
will be remedied in a few years when
trip homeseekem' tickets are sold foi
supwho
of
the
soil
tiller
is
ottered.
the
Is
proof
to
It
be
time when said
the valley lands supplement with their
on the first
Under the desert land act additional ports the race and produces the ma- crops of corn, alfalfa, sorghum and $25. Tickets are for sale
month. For
each
Tuesdays
of
and
third
land to the extent of 320 acres may be terial for commercial development and kaffir corn the grasses of the uplands
of your
Inquire
information
further
secured as follows: If a tract be found pational prosperity.
in the production of fat cattle ready for
agent
H'Mcb can be made productive by Iead- New Mexico is attracting mora at the block.
y
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.C.T
A. S. BUSHKEVITZ,

President

F. A. ROY,

and Secretary,

V. S. BUSHKEVITZ,
Eastern Representative,
Lemont, III.

Pres. and Treasurer.
Roy, New Mexico..

Roy, New Mexico.

Reality

yUo

Land Locators and Surveyors
Homaseekers can obtain reliable information as to Vacant lands, al surveys and
descriptions guaranteed to be correct or money refunded.
'

'.

:Á

--

';..

reports are received of all the doings at the District land office
as to all classes of entries made and contests filed.

Daily and weekly

'.U'

Real Estate Bought aLiid, Sold
CALL AND LIST YOUR PROPERTIES

REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS
AND LOAN S
Our president is also an official county surveyor of Mora
county, with an experience of twelve years in this county, which
is the only reliable and correct work protected by 'the laws of the
territory, besides guaranteed by himself.

lie is also a United States Commissioner, before whom land
filings can be made, as well as final proofs and contests heard;
'
and managing editor of the
Spanish-America-

n.

:

We buy and sell land, .scrip, soldiers' additional homestead
rights, patented claims, etc
We are in position to give you the very best information
as to bargains on any kind of real estate or business that you may

COLLECTION

AND

want to buy or rent. Our listings are complete in all kinds of
choice properties. Mr. F. A. Roy is the founder of our town and
pioneer settler of this county, president of the Roy Land and
Livestock Company, owner of Roy tovvnsite, president Roy Trust
and Savings Bank and Mora County Publishing Company, and
many thousands: of acres of patented land. By dealing with us
you deal with a reliable firm.
Our office is in charge of Miss Jessie Crouse, assistant secretary. Patrons are invited to make it their headquarters while in
town.' We have our own conveyances to haul people out to see the
lands.
Rales reasonable. Courteous, treatment.

LAW BUREAU LAND

MATTERS A SPECIALTY

We can also serve you with a Complete
Abstract of Mora County.

ROY, MORA COUNTY,
BRANCH OFFICES r

A. A. BERENTZ, MUSTENO

,

NEW MEXICO
J. B. CARSON, SOLANO

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Department of the Interior,!
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,'
Land Offlee at Clayton, N. M.,

January

17. 1908,

Notice Is hereby clven that Jo,hn w.
Irvin. of Rov. N. M.. has filed notice of
his Intention to make final Ave year
proof in support of his claim, viz:
Homestend Entry No. 40fi0. made Sep
NE y4, E
tember 22, 11)02, for the N
29, township 20 N.,
, section
NW
range 26 E., and that said proof will
be made before Alex S. Bushkevita, U.
S. Com., at bis office in Roy, N. M., on
Marcii 4. ius.
He names the following: witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
William A. Brumaee. William C. Roy.
John Tasbarski, Thos. Vigil, all of Roy,
-

N. M.

January

Notice Is hereby srlven that Tomas
Vigil, of Roy, N. Molías filed notice of
nis intention to maKe nnai live year
of his claim,'- - viz:
froof in support
Entry No. S705, made April
.
NE
NE
11, 1902, for the S
NE VL.
section 9. S7 Vl NW W.

EDWARD W. FOX,

H. FOSTER-

SON, Props.

&

--

'

The Best I m ported and Domestic Liquors and
Cigars. Courteous Attention
Given AH Customers

Roy, N. M., on March' 3,

In-

.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon,
viz:
and cultivation of,

,

the-land-

John Irvin, Jose R. Vigil, John Tash-arsk- l,
Alyandro Hernandez, all of Roy,
EDWARD W. FOX,'

Register.

First publication January

25, 1908.
29, 190Í,

Last publication February

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N.J M.

January

P.

1908.

his office

25, 1908.
29, 1908.

Last publication February

The Legal Tender
For the Best W8nes Liquors & Cigars

N, M.

Register.

i

section 10, township 20 N., range 2G
E., and that said proof win De maae
before Alex Bushkevitz, U. S. Com., at

'

First publication January

GO TO

17, 1908.J

Roy Trust and Savings Banh

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of th Interior,
m.,
Land Uttlce at i;iayton, in.1QHS2

10. 1908.

Notice is hereby eiven that Felix Vil- larreal, of Wagon Mound, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
final five year, proof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. 7243,
made September 18. 1902 for the NE Vi
NE V section 31, S
SE 4, SE
SW

Inniiavv

17

Notice Is hereby given that Doroteo
Montoya, for the ,heirs of Lazara Garcia, deceased, of Roy. N. M.. has filed
notice of his intention to maKe nnai
five yenr proof in support of his claim,
Homestead Entry No. 4338, made
Vi, section 30, township 20 N.. range viz:
1, section
22 10., and that said proof will be'mnde February 2. 1903, for the lot
17
range
E E 14
township
18,
before J. K. Agullar, U. a. Court Com. NE u. NE V. SEN.,A. section26 13.
at Wagon Mound, N. M., on March 12, ship 17 N., range 25 E., and thattown
said
1908.
wii-coDe maae Deiore w.
He names the following witnesses to proof U.win
Com.,
In
office
8.
his
at
Court
prove his continuous residence upon, Koy. N. m.. on Marcn 3ra,
una cultivation of. the land, viz:
following
to
He
names
witnesses
the
George King, Meliton Gomez,- - Bias prove his
continuous residence upon
Romero,
Nicanor Maldonado all of and cultivation
of. the land, .viz:
Wagon Mound, N. M.
NelvesMadrid,
Maximiliano MarMANUEL R. OTERO,
Cipriano
Lujan,
tinez,
Ylario Lujan, all
Register.
of Roy, N. M.
EUWAKU W. FUA,

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.'
Frank A. Roy, President.

x,

.

CAPITAL, $15,000.00

PAID-U- P

iu.

Dr. F. B. Evans, Vice President.

William C. Roy, Cashier.
W. F. Buchanan and Ignacio Maestas.

,

'

Register.

First publication January

MILLARD ALDRIDGE, Prop.

Call and Get a Good,
Clean Shave
Agency for the Steam Laundry,

23,

township

19

jn.,

range

Rou Mea t Market

iUU W AnlJ VV. Í UA,
Register.
January 25, 1908.
publication
First
Last publication February 29, 1908.

n.

Notice is hereby' given that Jose
Maria Vieil. of Roy. N. M.. has filed no
tice of his intention to make final five
year proof in support of his claim, viz:
Unn,i..,tnn H k'ntPV M rt
mflnfl inn
uary 27, 1902, (or the' lots 2 and 3, SW

JOHN SCHNIEDER, Prop.

ship 19 N., range 24 E and that said
Droof will be made before W. H. Will- cox, U. S. Court Com., at Roy, N. M., on
March 16. 190.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation or, the land, viz:
Juan Atenclo. Fidel Griego, llarnena- gildo Vigtl, Juan Manuel Romero, all of
uoy, JN. m.

IE Vi,

NEW MEXICO
60 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

be

'

Vt

nw

Vi,

.

First publication January

H

. n a ..nrflMw a I; at fVi and riflRnrhlHnTt ITIftf
quickly oswrinln our opinion free whether an
fnveiiMnn i prnnnbly pnteulnhle. Cimmibnlrn,
tloiis nl rlotly conndeiit lal. HANDBOOK on PmeuU
for ucurliiR patent'.
lent free. Olilest ncenny
Pntonts tuken through Muim & Co. receive
ipertuínotfcí, without charca, in the

Scientific Jlmericati
handsomely llhi'trnlol woplily- - I.nnrett
'1 oiciim, f.l
of liny wiom liln
your: fnnr months, ki. BoMbyull novwloiilera.

A

MUWN &Co.3G1BroadwaNewYork
Branch Offlco, CS K B-t- Wnjhlimio!i, It

.

FIRSTQÜAL1TY

iiiiidiwwi
FDAHK nEISTLE
ENGRAVER
TT"

and ELECTROTYPER

rriTITiTi

mm

FAIR PRICE

,

.

Dealer in all kinds of lumber and building material.

town

Try us before buying elsewhere.

Now ready for business.

Register.

25, 1908.
29, 1908.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,

We will meet all competi-

tion, both in prices and grades.

U11SKU,

Last publication February

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

JOHN W. TYLER, Proprietor

K

section

MAJNUÜ.L

New Mexico

Yard

iaus,i

All Kinds of Fresh
.and Smoked Meats,,

K X

'

The New Lumt

Hughes, all

January

'

We solicit your patronage.

Mora Co.,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, 1
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,

DEALER IN

.

ana

I

M.

of the modem kind.

Roy,

iid,

Henry Housour, Francas

'

proof

will be made before
W. H. Wilcox. U. S. Court Com., at his
office In Roy, N. M on March 16, 1908.
He names tne following witnesses 10
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
William L, Groce. Alexander rúen.

In the Flnemlielm Mer. Co. Bids.

-

conservative, and our safes and vaults are both burglar and fire

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
m
Clayton, w.1 QilQ
Land Uttlce atTdniian,
17
J
Notice Is hereby given that William
E. Metz, of Solano, N. M., has nted no
tice of his intention to make final com
mutation proof in support of his claim.
maae
viz: Homesieaa mniry xno.
January 9, 1907, for the SW , section

that said proof

Hair Cutting a Specialty.

ROY.

We do general banking business. Our business methods are

25, 1908.
29, 1908.

Last publication February

On the west side of track.

,"

i

Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
January 17. 1908,
given- that Nlebes
Notice is hereby
Esauibel. of Roy. Ñ M.. has filed notice
of his intention to make final five year S
proof- In support of his claim, viz:
Homestead Entry No. 3734, made April
y SE
, SW
30, 1902, for the S
sW
, section 9.
NW
Vl. section 4. NW
township 20 N.. range 25 B.. and that
said proof will ba made before Alex S.
Bushevitz, u. s. uora., ai nis oir.ee in
Rov. N. M.. on Maroh 3rd. 1908.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his contipuotis residence upon,
und cultivation of. land.
Adolpho Montoya, Juan Jose Trujiuo.
Frederlco JUsquiDei, Feliciano iiucero;
all of Roy, N. M.
JHU W AKU W. f UA,
Register.
1908.
First publication January 2&,
Last publication February 29, 1908.

Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico
i.

mm m springer
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO.

v:

CAPITAL PAID UP

(30,000

Dr. F. H. BRYANT
.

OSTEOPATH
CHRONIC
IN
ALL
SPECIALIST
DISEASES AND MANY ACUTt
Debility and Obstetrical
KervouB
Practice.
mile south
f
OfBce at residence
east of center or town.
one-hal-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

S. Floersheim, Viqe President.
C. Ñ. Bíackwell, President.'
D. J. Devine, Cashier.
R. E. Alldredge.
M. M. Salazar.
G. W. Gillespie.

NEAREST BANKING TOWN
TO ROY

GIVE HIM A TRIAL.
ROY, MORA CO.,

NEW MEXICO

IXXXW

.

GIRL "TREED" ALL

noIT
FOND

1

A few evenings ago Miss Calme was

returning from a visit to
It was nearly sunset and the girl was

BY A

FORMER PET TAKES TO WOODS
AND TRIES TO HAVE PLAYMATE STAY WITH HIM.
BRUIN

Months passed and Nigger, was still

a lost bear.

OF OLD KEEPER

Seemed Satisfied So Long as Companion Did Not Endeavor to Leave
Him Rescue Effected by
Shooting of Animal.
Marble Falls, Tex. The strange
story that Miss Maggie Calme and her
friends have to tell concerning the
conduct of a black bear will only tax
the credulity of those who are familiar with the human-likIntelligence
often displayed by Bruin.
Miss Maggie Caime of Zavllla county, Texas, has always been very fond
of pets, and for a long time she was
passionately attached to- a fine black
bear that she had raised from a small
e

-

hurrying along a lonely path through
a forest only a short distance from
her, home when she suddenly encountered Nigger. He was standing In the
path directly In front of her. He had
evidently waylaid his mistress and he
did not show himself until she was
close to him. Maggie's heart fluttered
a little, more from surprise than fear.
She recognised the bear when she
called his name and he grinned with
satisfaction.
Maggie wet toward him holding
out her hands. He sat on his haunches
in the path and would not move.
When the girl attempted to pass he
instantly got In front of her. Finally
he showed signs of anger, and when
she tried to pass he growled and
raised his paw. In vain she tried to
pet him. He continued to bar the
path. Finally Maggie concluded to return to the house she had visited.
Nigger trotted along behind her until she came to where the path
forked. Again the bear threw himself
in front of her. The girl now began
to be alarmed.
Finding that Nigger
would not let her follow the' path
that led to the house of the neighbor
Maggie fled along the other path, hoping soon to turn toward home.
The bear did not intend that she
should have her own way. He followed close, and whenever she tried
to leave the path he would throw himself in frcnt of her and growl. Maggie
was now badly frightened and began
to shout for help. This angered the
bear and he began to growl and gnash
his teeth.
She became convinced
that he would spring upon her if sh
did not keep quiet.
"Well, what am I to do!" whispered
the poor girl, trembling with terror.
Finally she decided to walk slowly
along the path, thinking that she
miglrt induce the bear to follow her
home.
J
After going a short distance she
came to a pile of logs and brush,
which she soon discovered was NJf
per's lair. The bear now appeared
pleased. He walked about the place
sniffing, and he finally came and laid
down at Maggie's feet.
. During the whole of the long night
the bear laid and watched the terror-strickegirl. The slightest movement
attracted his attention and he would
raise his head and look at her. Miss
Calme's people thought she had remained over night with the neighbor
she had visited and she was not
missed until next morning.
When it became known that the
girl was missing the whole neighborhood was aroused and soon the woods
were full of people searching for
her. It did not take long to locate
her, but the bear heard voices and
the barking of dogs and he got very
angry. Bristling with rage he ran
about the girl growling and gnashing
his teeth.
Maggie fully realized her peril, and
when she saw her friends she called
to them, warning them "not to come
nearer.
She explained ihe situation
and her friends concluded to shoot
Mr. Nigger from where they stooij.
Aiming well, three fired together, and
Nigger rolled lifeless at his captive's feet.

She called the bear Nigger, and
he Would answer to his name and
come running the moment his mistress commanded him.
Nigger was very Intelligent and for
a long time ho was as playful as a kitten and regarded as perfectly harmless. As he grew older he began to
show considerable temper and he
often got so angry that he looked dangerous and his mistress would consider It prudent to chain him to a tree
for awhile at least until he got In a
good humor. He never tried to harm
Miss Calme and nothing pleased him
better than to follow her from place
to place. She alone fed him and he
appeared devotedly attached to her.
Finally he began to Bhow that he
disliked all the other members of the
family. In the absence of Miss Maggie he would sulk and refuse to eat.
Nigger's ugly traits grew so pronounced that Maggie's brothers talked
about killing him. One day he
scratched one of the boys and tried to
break his chain. The boy was angry
and ran and got a gun. Maggie bB rely prevented him from ending Nigger's career.
Bruin saw it all, and with his head
turned to one side he listened to the
threats made against him. "I believe
he knows what you are saying, brother," said Maggie. "Look how he is listening."
"Well, I'll kill, him yet," said the
cub.

boy.

.

Nigger evidently understood the situation, for he sulked all the evening,
and that night he broke his chain and
disappeared.
No trace of him ccald
be found.

He Had Heard of it Before.
mother of a
lad,
who was daily expecting a visit frflm
thi stork,' f.nind tho llttla ivjiu
n a
"v i..tv fell,'.
duct so trying that his father was
called upon to interfere.
"Bobby," said papa, "mamma is
quite ill, and we are afraid that if you
are not a better boy and mind your
mother it will bring on a crisis. Now,
my son, perhaps you .do not knjjw
what a crisis is."
y
"Oh, yes, I do, papa," said Bobfry,
blithely. "It's either a boy or a girt)"
A

seven-year-ol-

JOIBROI

CELEBRATES

85TH
NEAR AKRON,

BIRTHDAY

0.

Only
-

Surviving Child
of Famous
Abolitionist 'Still in Vigorous
Health Fought with Father
at Battle of Osawatomie.

Akron, 0. Jason Brown celebrated
nls eighty-fiftbirthday at his home,
four miles west of this city, the other
day. He is the only surviving son of
the famous John Brown who started
the civil war in Kansas nearly, a decade before Fort Sumter was' fired
upon, who led "free
soldiers'" at
Osawatomie, and who was hanged for
h

mXztrant

Brown

his raid on Harper's Ferry a few
years later. '
,
Jason Brown was with his father in
the Kansas warfare, and he carried
arms at Osawatomie. He believed in
his father and had faith. In the..cause
of freedom. - The hangingof his father and the slaughter of his brothers
and other relatives made him something of a recluse and a wanderer
until a few years ago, when advancing age caused him to settle down.
He took up his residence here on the
farm conducted by his Bon.
The birthplace of Jason Brown was
in Hudson village, this county, not
more than 15 miles distant from the
place on which he now makes his
home. He was the eldest of 20 children. His father, John Brown, descended from Puritan stock, was a
stern man, and succeeded in instilling
Into the members of his family faith
in himself and enthusiasm in behalf
of the cause to which he. felt bound
by divine appointment.
After a varied experience in the vicinity of Akron and later in New
York, where John Brown undertook
the supervision of a colony of liberated slaves, the Browns were' attracted to Kansas. There a vast territory had Just been opened up to settlement, and there was fierce rivalry
among the Bettlers as to whether it
Bhould be considered as a
territory or free country. In part
it was the controversy that drew them,
an! then, In addition, there was the
hoe that they might prosper in the
neur country. So. John Brown, with
his numerous sons ' and
s
and their families,, removed to Kansas in the early '50s and settled near

n

The Bear Did Not Intend That She
Should Have. Her Way.

0

slave-holdin-

Osawatomie.1

'

Ardent abolitionists and making no
concealment of their principles, they
were soon singled out by proslavery
neighbors for abuse and persecution.
Their, crops .'were destroyed. - Their
building were burned. A son, Frederick, was murdered on the public high
way, and another member of the fami
:: ly was. driven hopelessly
insane by
cruel treatment while a prisoner in
',
the hands of their enemies.
j
Finally, one night in May, 1856, John
Brown led a little band of free soldiers
against the settlement of Osawatomie.
Bequests.
In his band were several of his chilWhat you leave at your death, foi dren and other
relatives.
it be without controversy, else tfca
. This night attack became known as
lawyers wil be your netrjr;y,,v?
the massacre of Osawatoral
--

iu

1

.

rui-in-Ba- y

MADE A LIEUTENANT GENERAL.

0. 0. Howard Retired Under Highest
Army Rank.

í

WaBhlngíon.-ÍM- a.
Gen. Oliver 0.
Howard, who is named na llpntpnnnf
general on the retired list of the army
in the bill passed by , the United
States senate, has been a retired major general since November 8, 1894.
He Is the only officer living who commanded an army In the civil war and
he has received the thanks of con- -

mm-

-

'GEN. OLIVER 0. HOWARD.

g

sons-in-law-

d

Jason fctown was not in ths ttrst
fight, but he bore arms under his father at the battle of Osawatomie,
which came as a sequel, in August of
the same year. And he remembers
that he killed his man.
After Osawatomie, John Brown and
his family returned east. The father
was determined to prepare for his
later raid on Harper's Ferry, which he
was convinced would mean an upris
ing that would set all the slaves free
Jason did not Join him, however. He
f
had had enough of war.
The fact that his life was saved by
a Kentucklan. when he had been ran.
tured and was about to be hanged, had
a softening effect on the heart of Jason Brown. He no longer hated the
south.
Jason Brown is still vigorous. A
snori lime ago ne maue a trip 10
to visit the aged widow of hla
brother John, Jr. In the summer time
he busies himself about the farm,
hoes in the garden or takes long walks
down the winding country roads. His
dog, Wolf, was his companion for
years, but, Wolf died recently and the
old man now has to walk alone.
At. Jason Brown's home are many
relics of the early days in Kansas and
at Harper's Ferry. Among them all
the thing he prizes most highly is an
old iron wash basin made by his father
many years ago at Meadvllle, Pa. Not
only did his father make it with his
own hands, but tne old basin made
the trip to Kansas and was in the battle of Osawatomie, where water car
ried in it was used to bathe the
wounds of the injured. It has been
through three fires, and is badly
cracked and disfigured, but that
makes it only the more valuable in the
eyes of its owner.

gratis, for meritorious services. Born
at Xeeds, Me., in 1830, Gen. Howard
was graduated from Bowdoln cnlletrn
and' West Point. He served in the
Seminole campaign in Florida and was
ta many of the great battles of the
civil war. His greatest work nr.
haps, was done in command of the
freed men a bureau, 1865 to 1874.
Indifferent to It.
Jack Abertheney. the roueh 'vddmv
can catch a wolf alive by grabbing
Its lower Jaw with his bare hand. Mr.
Abertheney, on his last visit to Washington, was asked by a renortr tnv
his opinion on a certain political question. "I "can't give you an opinion on
that question," the 'rough rider replied, "because It's a question I pay
no attention to. I am indifferent to
it as indifferent as the backwoodsman's wife. Thát lady, you know,
looked on while her husband had a
fierce
tussle with a bear,
and afterward she said it was 'the
only flgjit she ever Baw where she
didn't care who won."
hand-to-han-

d

NO

JIM CROW

POLICE JUDGE WILLS.

abilities are the hotel man was a Democrat from Alabama or Georgia."

On Camegle.
Andrew Carnegie, at a dinner that
was recently given in his honor in New
York, told an amusing story at his own
expense.
"I was traveling on an English rail
road Londonward last year," he said,
and had chosen a seat in a
ing carriage. At a wayside station a
man boarded the train and sat down in
my compartment, and lighted a vile
clay pipe.
'This Is not a smoking carriage,'
said I.
'All right, governor,' said the man.
'I'll Just finish this pipe here.'
"He finished it, then refilled It again.
" 'See here,' I said. 'I told you this
wasn't a smoking carriage. If you per
slat with that pipe I shall report you at
the next station to the guard.'
"I handed him my card. He looked
at it, pocketed it, but lighted his pipe
nevertheless. At the next station, how
ever, he changed to another compart- -

"The Democrats from Alabama or Will Gladly Answer the Questions of
Georgia," interjected Mr. Bartlett of
any Inquirer.
Georgia, "don't go to Kansas very often."
It la a. generous offer that Police
"And they don't Btay Democrats Judge J. H. Wills, of Cloverport, Ky.,
when they do go," was Mr. Campbell's
makes to sufferers from backache, kid- retort.
SEPARATE CAR QUESTION RAISES quick
"
jiey and bladder ills.
The house was thrown Into an
FIERCE DEBATE IN THE
Judge Wills knows
when Mr. Simms, Tennessee, afthe value of Doan's
ter urging the members to get back on
HOUSE.
Kidney Fills and
the railway bill, said:
v. '
"Let's thresh the negro question out
will answer the queslater, even if we have to thresh each
tions of any sufferer
FINALLY VOTED DOWN other out."
who writes to him.
Debate on the question was brought
The Judge says: "I
to a close by Mr. Smith of Michigan,
take pleasure in
declaring that the amendment, if
e commending
r
adopted,
would
drive the Btreet railSHARP SPEECHES ON BOTH SIDES
Doan's Kidney Pills to persons suffer
ways into bankruptcy.
OCCASION LAUGHTER AND
The amendment was defeated, 140 to ing from kidney disorders, backache,
etc. It is the best remedy I have
68.
APPLAUSE.
ever known and I will gladly answer
any questions about it."
Mondell Homestead Bill.
.
Sold by all dealers. 50 cents a box. ment
question
Washington. The
race
"Calling a guard, I told him what had
Washington.
Representative Mon-deFbster-MllburCo., Buffalo, N. Y.
occurred and demanded that the smok
came to the surface in the house Sate
Friday Introduced a new
er's name and address be taken.
urday when Mr. Heflin of Alabama of- homestead bill somewhat , different
SHE WAS BUSY, TOOI
' 'Yes, sir,' said the guard, and hur
fered an amendment to the District of from the Smoot bill reported to the Sen
ried away. In a little while he reColumbia street railway trackage bill ate last week, which applies only to
turned. He seemed rather awed. He
bent over me and said apologetically:
providing for "jim crow" cars. Mr. Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada,
" 'Do you know, sir, if I were you
Heflin declared that separate coaches North and South Dakota, Oregon,
I would not prosecute that gent. He
for the whites and blacks had solved Utah, Wyoming, New Mexico and Arihas just given me his card. Here it is.
the race problem in Alabama, and he zona, and permits persons qualified to
He is Mr. Andrew Carnegie."
expressed the opinion that such an ar- make homesteads to take up under the
homestead law 320 acres of
The 8avage Age. .
rangement would solve it in Washingunreserved and unH. G. Fiske, president of the Na
ton.
appropriated surveyed public lands
tional Humane Alliance, said recently
Mr. Foster of Vermont voiced his which do not contain merchantable
in New York, in an address upon hu
protest against "the amendment, and timber.
manity:
Persons who have made homestead
"Humanity abolishes that cruelty, of
said that it was regrettable that on the entries under the present law may acten thoughtless, which keeps current
birthday of George Washington "such quire additional land up to an aggrespeeches, such as one I overheard a
proposition" should be gate of 320 acres, and residence on the
an
boy of ten make to a boy of eight.
first entry shall be deemed sufficient to
" 'Say, Jimmy, so ran this .speech,
advanced
"Does my friend believe Washington cover the addition.
'give us a suck o' that there orange o'
In making final proof entrymen must
himself would vote for this amendyourn, an' I'll let ye drown one o"
the entry has
ment if he was here?" inquired Mr. show that
our kittens.' "
been continuously cultivated and that
Griggs of Georgia, amid laughter.
"Emphatically no," responded Mr. improvements been made to the extent
$5.00 in Gold, Free.
of $1.25 for each acre embraced in the
Foster.
my
lot
do
a
did
Duckums
us
Send
the names of your friends
SheAnd
entry.
The amendment was bitterly fought
home-stead- s
of work-worat the office last night? who want a piano, and if we secure an
Entrymen making
by Mr. Madden of Illinois, who asmay commute at the end of two
He A er yes, dear; In fact, dar order as a result we will give you (5
serted that Congress should never leg
must
they
years,
take
oath
the
but
that
ling,
I was so much occupied that I in gold for your trouble. Send all the
against
of
one element
islate in favor
own
entry
is
benefit
for
made
and
their
have never known time go as quickly details you can and write "plalnlyrThe
another.
Music Co., 1625-3as it did last night
He was twitted by Mr. Griggs, who not for speculation.
St.," Denver, Colo.
California
inquired of him if he remembered the
She Yes, dear, didn't it!
by
"shotgun quarantine established
In
Forestry.
Course
(And DIckums wasn't out late
He Wouldn't Set.
Gov. Tanner against negroes."
again!)
Aylesworth
Collins.
President
Fort
photographer, now faWashington
A
Mr. Madden responded that he never
Agricultural College has made
mous, told the other day how, in his
Rather Neatly Put.
conceded the right of the governor to of the
the following announcement:
A Baltimore man had until recently youth, he was' practicing his art in
act as he did.
forestry will be
course
in
short
"A
Cleveland when Mark Twain visited
Southern
of
number
By this time a
at the Colorado Agricultural col- a darky in his employ about as shift the town to lecture.
members were vainly seeking recogni- held
says
as
darky,
he,
a
worthless
and
less
lege, commencing Monday, March 1G,
Impressed with the humorist's splention.
continuing four weeks. The ever he came across. One day the did features, the photographer, at the
1908,
"Which race does the amendment courseand
will be under the direction of employer, his patience exhausted. lecture's end, Bent up a note asking
discriminate against?" inquired Mr.
Morrell of the. United States called Sam into his office and told him Mr. Clemens for a sitting.
W.
F.
first
Humphreys of Mississippi, who
forestry service, who will be assisted to look for another Job. "Will you give
The reply that came back was chargot the chairman's eye.
by members of the faculty of the agri- me a letter of recommendation?" asked acteristic. It said:
"I don't concede the right of the gen- cultural college and experts from
the
"A Bitting! Is thy servant a hen that
tleman to ask such a question," Mr. forestry service. The course is open Sam, plteously. Although he felt that
should do this thing?"
he
Democomply
the
conscientiously
Madden replied, at which
to all Interested in the many phases he could not
crats derisively laughed.
man's
request,
Baltimore
the
this
with
of this Important subject and a special
Mr. Humphreys insisted that the
is extended to city officials, heart was touched by the appeal. So
amendment provided equal but sepa- invitation lumbermen,
high school stu- he Bat down to his desk to write a
farmers,
rate accommodations. He provoked dents and students of colleges and uni
letter of character for
applause
J. H. WILSON STOCK SAOOLES
Democratic laughter and
Among
subjects
the
which
versities.
negro.
effort resulted as fol- FAMOUS
His
the
Atlc your dealer for them. Take no other. when he said, pointing to the memwill receive attention are forest man
REPAIRS of every known make
bers in the galleries, that although the agement, range and forest laws, study lows: "This man, Sam Harkins, has QTflVF
of nove, turnare or rana-e-.
n. V
worked for me one week, and I am w I U f u1SS1
Republicans were the friends of the
Lawrence. Denver. Phone 74.
measurement,
l'ollea.
uses and satisfied."
negroes, he could not see any members of timber, its
preservation; the entomology of for
'
of the African race in those galleries.
BROWN PALACE HOTELES?
ests, a study of
and diseases,
Running No Risk.
"Has the gentleman ever issued government field Insects
European Plan. $1.50 and Upward.
work,
forest
adminls
any cards to the members' gallery to a
maiden aunt
"What?"
asks
the
protection
transportation,
and
negro?" asked Mr. Griggs, insistently. tration, types,
principles underlying the "Going to marry that Mr. Newwun?
"Yes, sir," Mr. Madden replied, "and foresthistory of trees,
forest physiog- Why, you hardly know the man,
life
To secure Homeseekers for the Gulf Coast
I will be glad to do so again."
Artesian WellsJ Crops
In the few days you have been of Texas. BigFlowing
many other
raphy,
hydrography
and
Commission. THE KIMBALL
a Year
It remained, however, for Mr. Camp topics of interest, such as packing,
posyou
SOS 11th St.. Denver. Colo.
cannot
with
acquainted
him
CO..
AGENCY
bell of Kansas to arouse the interest lumbering,
etc., as applied to Colorado sibly have learned anything of his famof the house on the subject. He de
forestry."
ily of antecedents or habits or pep V. E. BURL1NGAMB & CO.,
fended the negroes of Washington, and
sonal circumstances."
said he never noticed anything orlen
ASSAY OFFICE "dl?bcoraÍory
. "That
is true, Aunt Keturah. But
slve on their part on street cars.
Fued Causes Bloodshed.
Ranch
Mr. Campbell said, he would regard
you have always told me that no wom- Establish d in Colorado.1866. Samples by mail or
Denver. A Republican special from an who knows anything about a man expretiwill receive prompt and careful attentioa
It as an evil, day when Congress would
Gold &Silw Bullion
.15?
create a class distinction.
Fort Collins Saturday says: The fear will marry him." Success Magazine.
t
A voice was heard to Bay that the ful condition of John McLean, shot
Concentration Tests
Republicans were after negro votes. .
Lawrence St., Denver, Col.
The surer a girl Is about a man's 1736-17right arm, lower right jaw,
This inflamed Mr. Camübell. who de throug the
being in love with her the less sure
upper
the-fjn- tf
jaw,
tongue
left
with
and
his
clared it to be "a shame to
The M.J.O'FALLON SUPPLY CO.
being in love with him.
man from Alabama and his party thai teeth"ll knocked out and, his face she is about
' WHOLESALE
there are thousands of colored men in practically torn off by a bullet fired
Plumbing:
Bronchial
Troches"
and Steam Goods
"Brown's
his state and in the south who have no by Tom Metcaii, is me result of a
Boilers and radiators for heating- residences
singers,
helpful
to
teachers
and
are
vote."
anu puunu uuiiulngs. General steam and water works supplies; pipe and fittings, valves
Laughter was brought down upon neighborhood feud In the region eight clergymen for clearing the Voice. Con- and
packing. Brass pipe, sewer pipe, cement,
garden hose, fire hose, etc. Inquire for our
him when, after stating that Kansas miles southeast of Fort Collins on the tain nothing harmful
special pipe cutting tools. W'.'Jte for general
guaranteed the rights and privileges Weld and Larimer county line.
OFFICE. 1518 WYNKOOP ST.,
Of course men are not vain, but Just information.DENVER.
COLORADO.
of every citizen, Mr. Bartlett of Georgia
McLean objected to having an lrri tell a man of 50 that he doesn't look
uooner
read a dispatch stating that
gation ditch run across his land, and a day over SO and watch the effect
Washington had been denied hotel
after the courts gave the Metcalfs the
at Wichita, Kan.
R
F.
right to run it there, made threats
WHAT CAUSES HEADACHE.
Mr. CamDbell took the matter seri
P IT T, P. S. V I N E 8,
From October to Hay, Colds are the moat freoüsly and declared that if the dispatch against them.
RHRVPS.
AND
FRUIT
cause of Headache. LAXATIVE BROMO
Yesterday he carried out his threats quent
ORNAMENTAL TREES
was true and Washington had the time
QUININE removes cause. E.W.arqveon box 25c
(ROVVN
COLORA.no
fire on them and their
to give to an action in the court, the by opening
BEST ON EARTH
PRICE. Free Catalog. Agents Wanted.
hotel keeper could be made defendaut work'- fin and was probably fatally
easy to sting a bear with LOW INTERNATIONAL
not
Is
It
Ni'llHERIES
Heaver, Colorad.
"The Big i rowers."
in an action for damages and he added wounded by young Metcalf, who
Danish.
straw.
Ufe.
his
to
save
probfather's
shot
claims be
amid shouts of laughter, "the
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Mr. S. R. Crouse, of Cherryvale,

Kan., is expected here soon with a car
s
of housaholdvgoodsv.eto .
a
place north of 'town and ' intends to
start at once "improving it. J.' ,.A.
Bird is accompanying him.'v
Be a Booster. Talk for your town.
Warren Kinney left" today for
John Tyjer went to Denver Wednes- Cherryvale. Kan.,, to. ..remove his
day on business.
, .
household goods here. Mr, .Kinney' is
W. R. Carson, of Solona, waá in well pleased with this country and
says he expects to make this his per
town Wednesday.
manent home; He intends to return
'
J. K. Board, of Elizabethtown, Ky., in about two weeks.
'.. .
returned home today. '
Tucumcari has a very good, chance
' Benj.
F. Brown,--, of Gould; has been to eet a District Land Office, a bill
here on business the past week.
was favorably reported by the senate
W. H. Vanpyne and son J, W., of committee. Hon. E. W. Fox is in
Washington opposing the cutting off
Mesteno, were in town Wednesday,
and creation of a new land district.
Wooleot Russell is in the postoffice
Thos. W. Holmpn, J. A. Bird and
again after a light siege of the mumps.
S. R. Crouse, all of Cherryvale, Kan.,
Glenn B Williams, locator from arrived here today with two cars of
Solona, was here Thursday on busi- farming implements, household goods,-

Personals.

He-ha-

,

When you borrow anything it is always a good idea to take it back to
the ownerlt is still a better idea to
never' borrow.
.
:Mrs. Phineas Pickering, who has
been threatened with pneumonia for
several days is . somewhat improved
at this writing.
"After school closes' this week there
will be a number of people-movinout on their claims to prepare for the
seasons planting.
four room
. E. F. Ivey is building a
house on his claim just east of town.
He will remove his family there as
soon as it is completed.
We will publish any correspondence
at the rate of one cent per word. All
such correspondence must be signed
by the author and writer.
Abe Stanton's new house has been
completed and he expects to move into
it today. Mr; Stanton now has one of
the nicest dwellings in Roy.
The office room now occupied by the
Roy Realty & Investment Co. will be
used-bDr., E. P. Brown as a dental
office after the first of the month. ., .r
Mrs. Geo. trucas,, of Rs Union
Valley;' has been very ill with
She is
since last Sunday.
somewhat improved at this writing!
'
If you1 have" anything ' to sell or
want to buy; let your wants be known
through the medium of this paper,., as
this is the only way to reach the people.
If you have any property to sell
you had better list it now with'us; If
you do not want to sell bad do not do'
so ' Roy Realty & Investment Co.'
When you have some one visiting
you, or you have been away some- where, drop in and tell us about it.
We will appreciate any news of in- ,
terest.
.....
R. C. Grunig.has just completed a
neat two room cottage on his. claim,
southeast óf town. Npw we are wondering who is goinf to help him' take
care of it.
We are now prepared to turn out
all kinds and classes of job work,
come and get our prices, patronize
in
home industries, if you want, them
'
;.
your midst.
Malcom Wright moved Wednesday
from the room back of A. S..,Bush- kevitz's'offlce to ' the ' building lately
occupied by the. Mora . County Pub-

Lost Waltham watch with gold
hunting case. "Stirrup fob attached.
Finder please leave", at Floersheim's
store Reward.
f Al. THansou,
A certain firm trying to do business
in this city, and who it seems, makes
a practice of filing protests upon
claims about to be relinquished or
commuted, should change the name of
their .firm to that of Ketchum & Skin- num.
A. A.- Berentz, of Mesteno. was in
town the first of the- week with Chas.
H." Qooper, of Stillwater,
Okla., who
located' in that - neighborhood.
Mr.
Berentz says that part of the country
is settliinir up rapidly and thev expect
to have a little town started there. in
the near future. Plans are already
made for the erection of a school
house which will be reádv for us& bv
the next school term.
Jesse K. Board. Thomps C. Taber,
Jordan B. Gross, Isaac F. Gross,
Otto H. Kerns, Guy W. Harris, Geo.
Oj. Cochrane, , Mrs.
Francis Reid
Hardy, Marian A. Marshall, Richard
A. Pendleton, Daniel W. Richardson,
Wm; J. Cundiff, Geo. A. Crabtree,
Robert D. Clemens,, Mrs. . Florence
Bell, Joseph W. Wright, Rachael C.
Wright, Mary E. Lyons, Isaac S.
Gross,' all filed this week before
United States Commissioner. A. S.
Bushkevitz.
.

;

ness.
stock, etc. They expect to begin imDr. Frank Brady, of Solona, was in proving and cultivating their,' claims
town Wednesday on professional busi- at once.
The following persons' arrived in Roy
nessj
and stopped at the two leading hotels
f
FY
M.
Hughes, of Solona, . was during the last week; W. I. Thompson,
Mr.
transacting business here Friday and ti. E. Curry, Denver; Unas. ID. Wat
:
Saturday.
.
son, Elk City, Kan.; W. J. Dickson
Mrs. Charley Kellogg left Wednes- and J; B. ' Carson, Solona; Harry C.
day for Lpckport, 111., "to visit .her Hayes, Kansas City, Mo.; John Quinn,'
Elgin, Kas. - B. I. Correll, Lawton,
:
daughter.
Okla.; T. Heiman, W. H. Benn, In
J. Parker Wells; of Dawson and R. dependence, Kas.; R. D. Clemmens,
H. Carson of Solona, stopped oyer last
' "
"
'
Take the Spanish-America- n
for all
Wednesday in Roy.
koss livens, uouonwooa raus, j.as.;
the local and county news.
I.
H.
F.
Gross,
Tucumcarie;
.fcojh
Ray,
Geo.
Kansas
J. A. Wilson .returned
City last Thursday, where he had been Etown, Ky.; Theo. Richardson, Howe
Must Comply With Homestead Law.
Valley, Ky. ; Wm. J. Cumdiff , Rieney-villthe past weék on business. .
.
,
Ky.; R. A. Pendleton, Rieney-villIf you do not wish to be contested,
A'contract has been let for the erecKy.; A." Logan, Wellington,
y
hotel on Kas. ; C. R. Logan, Wellington Kas. ;
you- had better comply with the hometion of a modern
the west side of the track.
stead laws as to getting on your
E.' Stern, New York; J. E. Smith,
E. J.' Nabors, section foreman at Stemp, Va.; Elmpr Neil, Mich.; MC.
claim within six months from date of.
Mesteno has exchanged places with Muljins, Clover Fork, Ky.; J.' C.
entry, also put up a decent house. Do
'.
Sihith, Slemp, Va.; O. E. Taft, Den-ve- -,
the section foreman at Abbott.
not make a bluff, as that will not
Colo.; T. H. Nixson, San FranJohn W. Yates, of Nara Visa, is cisco; C.- L.. Knowles, Kansas City;
show good intention on your part.
looking over, this section 'of the Mo. O. Hv Kerns, Cemment, Okla.
country with a view to locating. .
Scott Smith, Gentry, Ark.; .' J. W.
you can not do that give way to those
Thos. Holman, of Cherry vale, Kan.,' Kilburn, Michigan; J, J. Hammond,
who can and will.
Michigan";
T;
;
C.
Etown,
Ky.
'Taber,
two
a
with
or
is expected here in day
a car containing his household goods. I. S. Gross, Lan. Kv.; J. K. Board,
Mrs. R. W. English, 1. F. Gross,
Closing Exercises of Roy School.
'
Mrs. D. Ella Romine returned to Etown Ky.; Geo. W. Reilly, Fred B.
her home in Cherryvale; Kan., after Bower, Enid, Okla.; S. Vanderwert,
The closing exercises for this term
transacting business here the past Clayton;- - Peter T. Gibson, Riverton,
school were given by the pupils
of
"
week.
111.; Hugh Gibson,
Riverton, .111.,
evening;
last
A splendid program
heads,
and
bill
bills,
hand
letter
For
Louis B. Hayes, Tucumcari.
ha'dj been- prepared by the teachers,
wedding 'invitations and programs,
Miss Wood and Miss Mason,, which
call at the office of The Spanish- ; V
American.
,s greatly enjoyed by. all who
UshingL-oIrvinFloersheimcame down Wednes
it. '
heard
company
killing
are
a
railway
The
attend
the
dance
to
from
Springer
day
This closes a very successful term
This damage
whole lot of cattle.
to mght and visit a lew days with
of
six months and we hope by another
avoided
had
easily
the
be
could
rail
Get programme of school entertainhome folks.
"
way company complied with the . laws year to have added room for the acfrom
Miss
ment
Wood.
If you know of a good surgeon and
in regard to fencing.
commodation of the pupils and make
There is to be a social dance in the
Ehysician, write him a letter to come
'
Lucero, and family the term niné months.
Don
Trinidad
locate. Roy has a good Foster building tonight.
,
returned home Thursday after a short
opening for Tone.
Samuel S. Brown is building a visit here with their grand-daughtMiss Ethel Davis left for her hom'é house on his claim in Chicoso Valley. for three days, during the illness of
,;y
NOTICE,
in Colorado Springs last week, after
tell who are yourfriends, their great grand children.
easy
is
to
It
The annual meptinir nf stnrlTinl1fna
a few weeks visit with Mr. and Mrs. as friends in need are friends indeed.
Frank: J. Sheltran, has erected
of
the Roy Land & Live Stock will be
Dr. F. H. Bryant.
and one
Jose Gonzalez y Baca has been very wind mill on his claim-onheld at their office at Roy, N. M.,
ShelMessrs. I. J. Hammond, of Chelsea, HI at the home ofhis
Mr,
northwest,
of
town,
mjle
half
Remijo
Mich. ; F. .M. Kilburn, of Ann Arbor, Lopez. :
tran had a well drilled and has an March 1, 1908.
, '
Mich. Scott Smith, of Jamesville,
supply of water.
Wm, C. Roy, Secy, and Treas
,.
Mrs. J. P. Martin has been very ill abundant
Wis.', are locating here.
The planting of trees; of both shade
for the past week but is somewhat im1L SV BushRevitz went .to .Solona proved now. '...
and fruit varieties, helps the looks of
LADIES
today to do some surveying. He will
á place wonderfully, and also in
possession
is
of
Roy
a
in
sun
real
very
also look after other business mattoo:
is
Paint,
value.
creases
its
Call at the Big Store and inspect,
of a gun, although not such a bad essential in making a place look clean
ters while in that pommunity.
their new and fascinating line of Spring
man after all.
and unique,
Mrs. Fannie Hardy who has been
Goods We are receiving new goods
lighting system has
A hollow-wir- e
visiting Dr. E. P. Brown and family recently
A dance will be given by the Com- every day. We also take orders for
installed in' the new A.
been
the past two weeks returned to her S: Bushkevitz block.) : '
mercial Club on the night of the 17th
Ladies Tailor Made Skirts. Call and
home in Kansas City last Tuesday .
;the
past
few days of March. Remember this is St. Pat
Thé weather for
seé our line, we are always glad to
to
those
the
loyal
and
Day,
all
rick's
Wednescame
in
Floersheim
Irvin
has been very pleasant sunshine and
'
wearing of the green should be present, show our goods.
day from Springer where he has been moderativa temperature.
working. He expects to return to that
Floersheim Mercantile Co'.
John Schneider will begin the erec
Mrs. Blunk, who has been seriously
place after making a short visit here.
tion of a nice residence on his claim
Imill witn pneumonia', is somewhat
miles north of town
two and one-ha4Mrs) Fannie Hardyj has filfcd on a proved at this writing.
in the near future. This looks as
A TRUE STATEMENT.
two
one
half
and
vacant claim about
Mr. A. f. Duncan nas lust com- - though .Butch" might be going to
miles. north west oftownj and returned
You have no doubt read this
a nice
nouse on his desert the ranks of Roy batchelors
back to Kansas City to prepare to pieteahalf-mile
east of town.
farm
!
in some of your letters,
statement
come out soon.
,
we
glad
to
note
thing
One
are
is that
!?
"As you can read
home:
from
advertised
ticket
week
Thé
last
are
being
as
vicinity
bountifully
Roy
and
conhoppeseekers
still
oí.
'The rush
every
foWd
supplied
trees,
of
almost,
was'
with
returned
'aiid
to
lost
the
exall
news
every,
from
with
the
udarger
the home paper
grow
tinues to
discription. It is a fact that almost there is not much to
cursion. We look for a very pros owner "It pays to advertise".
wnte, only,
of trees will grow here.
perous tear The real estate business
You can judge a person very well, every variety
to
you
know
we are all
iet
that
change
to
place,
that is
take
"'
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